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Living and Changing Judaism

THE CANDID FRIEND
W:ivp:IfbeefieTiF:;e:,:1o9seYv:e:Ji
one that the 21 St Century would be the

cherican century.
Economically, militarily, politically and culturally the world has just
one superpower. That situation is not

going to change in the near future.
Even a Europe stretching from
Ankara to the Azores and from
Siberia to Sicily would not be a
serious counterweight. Europe lacks
the historical, linguistic and cultural
cohesion and the economic muscle.
That is not a `little England' or an
anti-European statement but an
acknowledgement of reality.
There are those who predict the
rise of China but whether China will
develop economically without
becoming a junior partner of the
United States and whether, once
further developed economically, it
will hold together or break up along
historical and economic lines remains
to be seen.
Pczx ,477?erz.ccz7?¢ is a present reality

which other countries in the developed world ignore at a cost which is
entirely avoidable. Incredulity at why
Prime Minister Tony Blair should
support President George W. Bush
is, in itself, incredible. Europe,
including Britain, is riddled with antiAmerican feeling, perhaps a little
more understandable in non-English

speaking countries but envy and hurt
pride become ridiculous and even dangerous if they govern foreign policy.
There are two Americas. There is
expansive, liberal America, wedded
to democracy, religious freedom and
human rights, conscious of the need
to exercise its economic power with
responsibility, ethical as well as
strategic in its alliances and positively engaged all over the world.
There is also an insular, introverted
America, unable to fathom why
others do not always experience it as
benign, driven by the certainties of
right-wing Christian fundamental-
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ism, strategically cynical, culturally
triumphalist and determined to put
its own economic interests first at
every turn.
That second America, exemplified
by George W. Bush, is deeply unattractive to many Americans, never
mind to America' s friends around the
world. But hurling abuse will never
be an effective response. Seeking to
influence, ameliorate, coax and
remind is the only viable political
option, however uncomfortable it
may be. And however easy it is for
those who do not have to make hard
political choices, to cry out in selfrighteous indignation.
If that analysis has any validity as
far as Britain and Britain's foreign

policy is concerned, it holds true for
Jews in spades.
It is as clear to our friends as to our
enelnies that Israel, both the dream
and reality of a Jewish State, would
nothavesurvivedintothe21StCentury
were it not for America. Israel pays a
clear price for that in being seen as a

proxy for America, a Western intrusion into the Middle-Eastern world,
"the American-Zionist enemy". There
is no alternative but to pay that price.
Furthermore, eighty percent of the
entire Jewish population of the globe
live either in Israel or in North
America, and feel themselves best off
there, a fact that some European
Jews, influenced by European resentment of the Pcz]c j4773e7.z.ccz7ccz, seem to

ignore.

When Tony Blair staked his own
political future on a coalition with
America to remove Saddani Hussein
and liberate Iraq, he also chose

remarkably to wring from Bush a
post-warpromisetoresumethepeace
process in Israel/Palestine. Amos Oz,

one of the few figures providing
moral leadership in Israel today,
wrote last month in the Tel Aviv
daily fJ¢ 'czre/z that the patient was
more or less ready for the operation
but the surgeons were cowards. Tony
Blair clearly recognises that the

people of Israel/Palestine have
suffered for far, far too long. Only
America has the power and authority
to persuade Sharafat to take the
sensible course now that all other
options have long since been
exhausted, and operate. Such is the
significance of pcz)f 4"erz.ccz7zcz to the

world and to us.
Jews have flourished and continue
to flourish within an American
culture defined by democracy, free
market economics and human rights.
American values at their best declare
that all men are created equal, that
they have inalienable rights, amongst
which are their life and liberty, and
that freedom of religion is

paramount. These are values which
are wholly/holy congruent with
Jewish values. Indeed, Judaism and
Jewish values have played a
significant part in the development
and flourishing of American culture.
So it makes sense for us to seek to
change American tendencies to
isolation, introversion and selfishness. It makes sense for us to remind
America of its worldwide responsibilities, of the obligations that flow
from its position of dominance and
wealth, of its obligations for the

global environment, for spreading the
economic benefits of the free market,
for the eradication of Third World

poverty and debt - and to support
America when it seeks to end
oppression and liberate the enslaved.
We must clearly urge it to be tough
not just on terror but also on the
causes of terror. And we must do this
from within, not as scornful, condescending outsiders.
Both as Britons and as Jews we
ridicule Pcz]c j4773erz.ccz7z¢ at our own

peril. Our task is to prompt, influence
and act as a critical friend. It was,
after all, a leading American Reform
Rabbi who coined the phrase
"creative maladjustment". In that role
and accepting the reality of Pczx
£4merz.ccz#a, the British and Jewish

tasks become not dissimilar .
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Tory Bayfileld, John Bowden and Runman Ahmed have
been members Of an almost unique Jewish/Christian/
Muslim dialogue group fior ten years. Last December the
trio were invited to Limmud, the marvellous crosscommunal Jewish education confierence held at
Nottingham University. In firout Of a jam packed audience
tl.ey each spoke Of their acute concerns. We print below
exactly what each said. The preseutedons were followed by
a highly sympathetic and concerned discussion. When the
trio next met in their dialogue group, they
shared their presentations with the group and
another member, All,an Race, responded.
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Tony Bayfield
life, I aln genuinely afraid for the
futureFIRST
of Judaism,
of the
FoR THE
Tmma
IN three
Mv
Abrahamic faiths, of the integrity and
good name of religion, of, as it were,
the good name of the Umameable and
Unknowable, the jJz.7z So/ the Without
End whom Jews, Cbristians and
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I tremble at the thougint that the
twenty-first century will be a century
of global religious war, two empires
with Cthristianity and Islaln at their
reapective hearts, engaged in mortal
combat.
I tremble for humanity and tremble
formyselfasaJew-atinyfragmentof
salt beef trapped in a huge bread and
pita sandwich.
Let me tell you that I honestly
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believe that Jews and Palestinians

would have resolved - as they must to share Israelpalestine long ago were
it not for the fact that they have become
proxies for a bitter trial of strength
which is not fundamentally their own.
I tre,mble both with fear and anger

I can only speak f;or
rnysegf but I believe

that it is dready
almost too late but not
quite. I;o stand up and
remind the world that
we are siblings, we
are all the children Of
Abraham. Twe may be
the most dysf functional

fondly in the world:
But instead Of

glorying in that or
settling fior that, the
time has come fior

family therapy in the
fiorm Of dialogue,
dialogue, dialogue
which iINoives

listening rather than
clef ensive rhetoric.
for a second reason. Since the 1960s,

groups within Christianity, Judaism,
even Hinduism have become caught
up in a negative response to modemity
which has been, perhaps unhelpfully,
called
fundamentalism.
It
is
characterised by a rejection of the
values of modemity both good and bad,
by a reassertion of what are supposedly
old certainties and old truths - my faith
is the only faith, my way is the only
way, my tnrfu is the only truth, by an
attempt to recreate an imaginary past
world, a world proclaimed as authentic
but which never actually existed, and
by a desire to seize power and impose
its fearful, myopic certainties on all.
You see it in the mid-West in the
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United States with churches that
support all the most insular and
reactionary aspects of the Bush
Presidency. You see it in Israel in the
disastrous influence of the politicised
feczredz. far-right. You can see it in what
is often politely termed the

radicalisation of Islam - all the way
from Nigeria to the Taliban.
Everywhere Jews, Christians and
Muslims are in thrall to this seldom
benign reaction to the challenge of the
future.
The combined effects of religion
linked to a global imperial struggle and
the poisonous values of fundamentalism fill me with fear.
John and Rulnlnan are real friends
and, I believe, share my horror at what
is going on in the world. I can only
speak for myself but I believe that it is
already almost too late but not quite.
To stand up and remind the world
that we ale siblings, we are all the
children of Abraham. We may be the
most dysfunctional £inily in the world:
But instead of glorying in that or
settling for that, the time has come for
family therapy in the fomi of dialogue,
dialogue, dialogue which involves
listening rather than defensive rhetoric.
To be more self-critical and
recognise that we have all contributed
to the dehumanizing savagery that is
not just out there but even in our own
hearts.

To nail our colours to the public mast
as people who understand that all
religion is provisional and evolving,
that we have glimpses of truth but not
the wbole Truth with a capital T which
belongs only to the Ez.7z So/ We need to

- will not have the courage to stand
together for what is the very essence of
religion and will be swept away on a
tide of hurt and humiliation3 fear and
anger, and mindless partisanship. I fear
that we will continue to sanctify
behaviour that is an abomination and
trample on the rights and feelings of
our sisters and brothers. And in so
doing we w.ill fail utterly our respective
faiths and the One lhTho ls Without
End whom we each name in our
respective prayers I
RABBI TONY BAYFIELD I.s ffee edz.for a/
MANNA and Of several books on the theology
Of interf aith relations .

SOUTHERN
CHRISTIANITY

John Bowden

reaffim that there are many ways and
that the Ez.7z So/ the Urmameable, has
been given many names.
To reaffim that we have all been
placed in this world only to do good
and loving deeds, to establish justice
and peace, to sanctify human life, to
work in partnership for the good of
humanity and the globe. Of course, we
will sometimes disagree about what are
good and loving deeds, about what is
just, about the terms of our partnership.
But acknowledging these basic
principles would be a huge start.
To acknowledge our absolute mutual
inter-dependence - in terms of
recz/po/z.Zz.fr, in terms of indissoluble

finily ties, in terms of the divine plan.
There can be no J.udaism without
Christianity and Islam.
I am terrified of the global clash of
civilisations. I am terrified of
fundamentalism. But most of all I am
terrified that good people - good
Muslins, good Christians, good Jews

H:¥::sei8=¥q:sa!o;Fie::¥r

the future of Christianity, but my fears
take a very different form. My chief fear
is that Christianity will prove to be too
successful.

That may come as a surprise to many
of you, aware that in England as
throughout much of Europe, the
churches seem to be on the decline,
membership is falling like a stone and
the pressures of a secular world are
growing stronger and stronger. But that
is only part of the picture. Just as Tony
was long unaware of the past
dominance of Islam, so until this year,
I was insufficiently aware of the
probability of the likely dominance of
Christianity.
During the year I have studied two
terrifying books. One is a mammoth
two-volume encyclopedia, the War/d
continued on next page
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Christian Encyclop edia , two enormous
volumes of 800 pages each, packed
with statistics and other facts, about
Christianity throughout the world. The
other, 772e Ivexf Cferisfendom, by Philip

Jenkins, who is an American professor
at Penn State University, is a slim hardback of 200 pages, also packed with
statistics, but putting forward a thesis
as stark as Samuel P.Huntington in his
famous book about the clash of civilizations.
Here are some of the figures. The
Christian world has a sophisticated
system for collecting and coordinating
data, and these figures are supported
by those from other sources, like the
United Nations and the US census. And

they have been adjusted, where
necessary, to take account of AIDS and
famine. In 2000, in Europe there were
560 million Christians, in Latin
America 480 million, in Africa 360
million, in Asia 313 million and in
North America 260 million, a total of
some 2 billion. By 2025 it is forecast
that this figure of 2 billion Christians
will have grown to 2.6 billion. Europe
will show a decline to 500 million and
North America an increase to 290
million. Elsewhere, the increase in the
number of Christians will be between
one third and one half, with 640 million
Christians in Latin America, 633
million in Africa and 460 million in
Asia. By 2050 the total number of
Christians will have passed 3 billion.
The source of these flgures does not
break down other faiths by continent
but it indicates that in 2000 there were
1.2 billion Muslims and in 2025 there
will be 1.8 billion, and in 2050 there
will be 2.2 billion. And Jews? In 2000
there were 14.5 million, in 2025 there
will be 16 million and in 2050 just 16.7
million Jews.

I shall just talk about Christians and
why the prospect of this Christian
domination teITifies me. The figures
show that the growth in Christianity is
happening in the southern hemisphere.
Apart from the United States, the
largest Christian communities now are
in Brazil, Mexico, the Philippines,
Russia and Nigeria. In 50 years Russia,
the only representative of the northern
hemisphere other than the USA will be
replaced by Nigeria. In connection with
the dominance of the USA I should
point out that it has so many Christians
because of the high level of
immigration, from Hispanic countries
in particular, which links it very closely
with the southern hemisphere.
To someone like me the Christianity
of the south is terrifying. It is very
different from the northern Christianity
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to which I am used. In many respects it
is very close to the Christianity of the
earliest days, which, as we should
remember, could be very hostile to
other faiths, especially Judaism. In the
face of poverty and the constant threat
of death there is a great sense of the
supernatural and a desire for prosperity
and health. Christians have no doubt

There are MIAslim

states like Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Sandi

Arabia and Turky which are no more
likely to turn to
Christiantry than the
Urated States, Brazil
or Mexico are likely
to turn to Islam. But
in countries like

Nigeria, Ethiopia,
I;anzahia, Indonesia,
the Philippines ,
Egypt, the Sudan,
Zaire and Uganda the
potential f ;or a major
battle between a
ryulitant Christianity
and a militant Islam

for domination is
dready present.
about the possibility of miracles, and
about the malevolent activity of hostile
powers which have to be combated.
Against this background the Bible can
be read almost as if it had been written
yesterday. This makes religion in the
South on the whole very conservative
in its beliefs and moral teachings. It is
a fundamentalist Christianity, and its
fundamentalism is intensified by the
confrontation with Islam in which it is
engaged in so many countries in the
south. Again the statistics tell their own

story. There ale lfris]in states like
Pakistan, BangEladest25 Sands Alabia

and Tckey wiich ae no more likely
to ttm to ChisfiaHiEF flazi the tJrited

States, Brazil or }I=co ae likely to
ttm to Islam BH in celmtries like
Nigeria,Ethicria,TaiT7aiiiajhdonesia,
the Philippines+ Eg3p-L= +rue Sudan,

Zaire and U~indi ife= pofrotial for a
major battle beineen a militant
Christiarii5T aefi a 3Efi+fat Islam for

dominationisalE±-EEesjHiwiththe
Muslin pee:seEca in FIance, Gemany
and the BalE:an:s> esim EtHope might

not be speed sREch rmfEici
And what abori fudaism? On the
issue of Israel cE±e fro in this scenario
is that the ±sing Chisfiazls of the south

misht ally tEansL®ha i=ffi the Palestiniaus, maE}- ®f whom are after all
Christians, raifeEr than Israel above all
because they- de z]o± ha:rs the heritage
ofguiltT+-hichmdediessomuchofthe

Western atEiHde -ie Jridaism h the
prinjfroetheolog5-ofifeeziew-southern
Christianity, the €raplaeanent theology', that ChrisfialE}- has perfected
and replaced JinE=isHp_ iFfiieh has be-

come obsolEfe` thai fie church is the

new Israel cduld casll}7 be revived,
particularly _Ei`rae fee tiny number of
Jews in the wedd3 JHdaism would not
be widely enecRE[asd as a reality.
African and _4LsiaE Chistians do not

necessarily share northern qualms
about blaming Jams for the death of
Jesus. So rieTr> EEat became controversial after the SEoah and have been
dropped in much Of CEristianity could
well revive.
But altemati+-edy-, an Israel fighting
for sLHvival could be a _seat ally for
African or Asian Christians confronting Muslin nei9hbotlrsB in order to
keep its enemies offbalance. Israel has
already sixpporfed Christian rebels in
the Sudan. In a new scenario an
alliance between Israel and Christians
could actually aggravate ChistianMuslim confHcts.

Giventheseri9htmalevisionsofthe
future, I can only reiterate Tony's
moving words, that we have all been
placed in this world only to do good
and loving deeds, to estal]lish justice
and I)eace, to sanctify human life, and
to work in partnership for the good of
humanity and the world. We are all the
children of Abraham and we have to

remain true to what we know of each
other throuch deep personal friendship
and encounter and stand by the lessons
which we have learned - criticism of
our own faiths, a recognition of what
the secular world has to teach us,
tolerance, mutual understanding and
support. Christians and Muslims in
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particular have a duty to work harder
to become friends and allies in a higher
cause. And because of our numerical
superiority we have a duty of care for
our Jewish brothers and sisters - and I
do not intend that in any way to sound
patronizing.
If the future is with what I have
called southern Christianity, with its
often sinister allies and supporters in
the USA, then despite all its merits and I have not had time to spell out the
positive side of its message of hope in
some of the grimmest places in the
world - I believe that an even firmer
stand must be taken against its
misunderstandings and its excesses.
And here, as in so many other areas,
Christians cannot succeed without the
support of Muslims and Jews. We must
do our utmost to secure a future which
brings us all closer together rather than

driving us apart I
REv. DR. JOHN BowDEN i.s c[ d!.sfz.7!orz.sfeed
Christian theologian and f;ormer Managing Di~
rector Of SCM Press.

or, on occasions, more serious, when

property is being divided after the
demise of the great patriarch or
matriarch.
In our extended family, the
Abrahamic U77377zczfe the family has

been at loggerheads from the moment
a junior member joined the clan. First,
the Jews and the Christians, then the
Christians and the Muslims. Now
probably for the first time all the three
branches are at loggerheads. This is
why I read with trepidation both the
papers by cousins Tony and John. I do
empathise with a large part of their
concerns and anxieties. But, because
we each have only ten minutes for our
presentation, I will move on to other
salient issues.

I am a Muslim. I
believe in souls. I
believe our souls
transcend ourr bodies. It
is ourr soul which
enables us to
distinguish between

justice and oppression
and which inculcates
within us the sense Of
ethics and morality.
We, at the beginning of the 2lst
Century, are at the crossroads of human
civilisation. More than we realise the

Rumman Ahmed

21St Century will set the marker for the

4/crz.ha773. May God's Blessings be

upon youAND
all.
S HALOM
ASSALAMU

When last year my cousin Rabbi
Tony Bayfield invited me to lead a
session along with him and our other
cousin the Revd. Dr. John Bowden I
was happy to agree to this conversation
as we cousins sorely need a good chat
as members of the Abrahamic U7727#czfe.

The

Abrahamic

Umz"czfe,

the

community of Abraham, consists of
three branches - the Jewish, the
Christian and the Muslim. As with any
large, extended family different
branches of it may not always get along
well together. Sometimes it may be a
perceived slight, such as who did not
receive an invitation to which wedding
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need to address before it is too late.

That brings me back to this afternoon's theme and both Cousins Tony
and John's papers. The Abrahamic
I/m7#cz%, like any extended family, has

right and wrong,
dif ferendate between

POST HUMANITY

making us less hulnan and more like an
unthinking robot-like species.
Bill Joy, the Chief Scientist and
Founder of Sun Microsystems, in a
seminal article two years ago, warned
us that we, for the first time in human
history, have the technology and ingenuity to transform our own species
and cross breed with artificial intelligence-equipped robots. I would like to
refer you all to his article that was
published in Wired online magazine in
April 2000. We are now confronted
with profound human survival issues
that we individually and collectively

future trajectory of humanity or more
likely post-humanity. Wby posthumanity? Because human beings have
developed their intelligence and
capabilities to the extent where they
can destroy themselves. I mean not just
physically or bodily, but more
pertinently we can destroy our souls.
I am a Muslim. I believe in souls. I
believe our souls transcend our bodies.
It is our soul which enables us to

distinguish between right and wrong,
differentiate between justice and
oppression and which inculcates within
us the sense of ethics and morality. I
believe that we are living in times when
the central ethical core in the global
society has almost disappeared. Genetics, bioengineering, cloning and a
whole range of new technologies are

to grow up. For too long we have been
churlish and now history demands that
we become mature.
I believe the Abrahamic U77€77€cz% can

play a pivotal role in engaging with
and facilitating a paradigm shift that
would require tremendous spiritual and
religious literacy on our part. The great
challenge to religions and faiths is how
we develop inter-cultural education in
a global village that is becoming more
fragmented as individuals lead more
atomised lives. If ever there was a paradox, this is the central paradox of our
times. The leaders of religions and
faiths today have not only to be spiritual mentors but, more importantly,
inter-cultural navigators. There are no
precedents from the past or templates
in our current inventory of ideas from
which we may fruitfully lean.
But then as Mr Spook said: "There
are always possibilities". Maybe that is
why science fiction is so popular.
Humanity has a thirst for driving itself
onwards and upwards. That is what
Star Trek is all about: imagining a
future where we get along, work as a
team and use the technology to push
past the fmal frontier - in our case,
eradicating global poverty and
inequalities where the 20% of world's
population living in the northern/
western hemisphere do not need to,
repeat do not need to, consume 80%
of the world's resources and the rest,
80% of the world's population, only
consume 200/o of the world' s resources.
The Abrahamic U"fflczfe now has a
responsibility to transcend itself and
reach out to and embrace the whole of
humanity in our final journey.
May Allah (swt)'s Peace and
Blessings be upon you all .
RUMMAN AIIRED is Commz/J7z.fy jze/czjz.o7!s

Officer for the Royal Borough Of Kensington &
Chelsea.
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we need irfeRIifeneE EEdgFstanding
and intermllttHal Ezrvialon These are

evocative pb±.
So, to be mofitifed EFy necessity is

one thing. To be medrafed by a cry
that we need ene another relisiously we're not alright saparafed - is a dif-

CLINCING
TO EACH OTHER
Alan Race

in interreligious gatherings I
recounted OF
my YEARS
inter faith
FOR have
A NUMBER
story. It goes like this. A rabbi friend
addressed a group of Christian people
who were training for the ordained
ministry. He had asked his congregation
what he should say to the Christian
group. "Tell them," they said, ``that
we're alright." That might seem
unremarkable. In fact it packs a
considerable punch. In the background
there were the memories of Christianity's contribution to anti-semitism and
also possible feelings about being ob-

jects of Christian mission. But the
phrase "we're alright" meant that the
congregation did not feel in need of any
further spiritual advice on offer from
elsewhere.
I often use this story because it
illustrates the need for mutual respect
in interreligious work. But after
reading the three papers from Tony,
John and Rumman, I aln less certain
about its usefulness. The fact is that we
are not alright. Their explicit
recommendation is that we camot live
without one another. Once we
recognise the authenticity of the other
- and that is a massive step for most of

our co-religionists - the feeling that
`we're alright' just does not seem to fit

with the world into which we have
moved.

The overwhelming message from
the three papers was that `we need one
another'. And that need was based
roughly on two basic assertions. First,
there is recognition - or is it a hope? that the world needs us to need each
other. The world cannot sustain our
antagonism for much longer. Second,

there is a dawning faith-recognition
that we are bound together in religious
ways that have yet to be fully
articulated.
Yet there is also anxiety and a degree

of pessimism in the papers. Not only
international relations, but also new
technologies (Rumman), consequences
of changing demographics (John) and
worries about survival (Tony) are all
good reasons for feeling anxious and it
would be wrong to ignore them. But
the question for religiously committed
people is this: is it sufficient for our
thoughts and actions to be motivated
by anxiety alone?
At one level anxiety has a role to
play. There are huge discrepancies in
our world - problems of injustice,
environmental sustainability, geopolitical realignments and new ethical
questions brought about through
scientiflc advances. Perhaps we need
anxiety to energise us.
Yet our three authors also recognize
that this cannot be the sole purpose
behind the religions working together.
A basic religious commitment allows
an optimism to shine through. So:
John speaks of personal friendships
and lessons learned, of self-criticism
and the relative validity of the secular,
of the value of tolerance, mutual understanding and support that is generated
through dialogue.
Tony thunders: "dialogue, dialogue
and dialogue" - a summons to listening
without defensive rhetoric. And he
offers a shared programme of
sanctifying human life.
Rulnman admits that the new challenges from technological advances are
best faced together. For this to happen

ferent maffer alapgether. To propose a
rdigious moth-a for dialog[ie and action does not i~gEore the needs of the
world. But it does transcend them in
ways that are both more daunting and
more demanding because it links with
the heat Of identit}-itself. To say that
ourideutity-asJgTFr3ChristianorMus-

1im - is bound ap with that of others
for reasons that are not grounded in the
immediate political and cultural needs
of the world is a stay beyond most of
what we have leaned from our separated histories.
This point - that ire cannot be who
we are without the others - is an
amazing historical moment at which to
have arrived. It has profound
implications for our identities. The
experience of mutuality in dialogue
and critical fiiendship opens the door
to new explorations.

Pursuing this theme of mutuality, all
three papers assume that we are bound
together in some fimdamental sense as
`children of Abraham'. A proper
question to ask here is whether this is
any more than a rhetorical device to
help us get started in dialogue. My
understanding is that Abraham is not a
historical figure. In the biblical
tradition Abrfuam seems to be a prehistorical mythical figure, who acts as
a symbol of legitimacy for a tradition
wanting to stretch back into the mists
of time. Perhaps it is better to refer to
him more neutrally as a `spiritual
figure' wbo embodies that trust,
obedience and response to God's call
which we recognize as prophetic
religion itself.

That misht be fine if that was all that
there is to say. The trouble is that
Christians and Muslims have gone on
to claim further finality over the
Judaism that went before both of them.
That does upset a way of thinking that
relies whony on Abraham as a spiritual
figure who unites us in some
foundational manner.
It is possible to rescue the appeal to
Abraham by relativising the finality
problem. Tony makes this move
particularly when he says that `we have
glimpses of truth but not the whole
Truth with a capital T which belongs
only to the Ez.# So/ We need to reaffirm
that there are many ways, that the Ez.#
So/, the Urmameable, has been given
many names.' I personally am sympa-
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thetic .to that mystical-looking move.
But. I know that many of my fellow
Christians are not, and the same will be
true for the other two traditions. Others
complain that the mystical solution
solves the questions of difference
between traditions too quickly. But I
believe that the accusation of rushing
to solutions too quickly is itself
unfounded. Those who search for the

Abrahamic unity are very mindful of
differences between traditions. Unity
does not dissolve difference. Nevertheless, Abraham as a symbol of our
unity remains an aspiration in search
of a theory.
A symbol in search of a theory does
not mean that the search should be
given up. There is still, in John's
words, `the deep personal friendship
and encounter.' The idea of friendship
is receiving some attention in the
theology of religions at present. `In
befriending the stranger,' writes the
American Catholic, James Fredericks,
`we have not only found a way of

taking another human being seriously
and rejoicing in what we have in
common but also a way of holding in
regard what is different from us, what
we have now chosen for ourselves for
cherishing and living. ' (`Interreligious
Friendship:aNewTheologicalVirtue,'
Journal Of Ecunenical Stwdies 3 5 ,No .

tion. It is distressed by demands for
human rights, and by identity-blurring
pluralism. It is desperately busy trying
to paint out the handwriting on the wall
and, falling that, blowing up the wall.
So, as dangerous as it is, I just cannot
bring myself to think of it as the wave
of the future. It is the angry voice of
the other wave, subsiding.' Amen to
that, you might say. Yet, still, there's
an awful lot of it about.

problem we have.no option but to
exhort one another robustly to embrace

`Fundamentalism is a

the appeal to prophetic consciousness.
If that is the case then we are compelled
into partnership with the `secular'
world also. This partnership will bring
its own inevitable transformation, but
a transformation is not a take-over.

poorly di,stilled bacldash
against an emerging

global challenge to
patriarcky, war,
ecological exploitation.
Our three contributors wrestle
similarly with the two waves of
pessimism and optimism about the
response of religion to a world under
stress. My observation is that they are
optimists by conviction but fearful of
the realities of the fundamentalist
tendencies at work in all of our
traditions. Having recognized the

a different future committed to
mutuality.
Liberals have no option but to resist
Fundamentalism. The best of scholarship will show how the resources for
resistance are also present in the tradition; though it is my suspicion that
these resources are available only in
tangential or generalised ways, such as

The mutuality called for in the
papers is the fruit of dialogue and that
has its own intrinsic value. Mutuality
goes beyond the usual permission for
dialogue that we seek from tradition. It
provides its own impetus for the next
stage in the religious development of all
of us. Dialogue, as I aln beginning to
say, leads us to explore religious truth

about, with and through the other I
THE REVD ALAN RACE I.s' a#/fear o/
Interfaith Encounter: the Twin Tracks of Theology Elnd D±alogne and Editor-in-chiof of
Interreligious Insight: a Journal of Dialogue
and Engagement.

2, Spring 1998, p.165) On this view, it

is not big theory but friendships that
hold us together in the search for a new
future. That may be fine humanly
speaking, but it is weak philosophically. Nevertheless, friendship is what
we know and that should be celebrated.
But the other human reality is the
reaction of religious fundamentalism
and it is the shadow that liberals find
difficult to shake off. Here is a paradox
running through the three papers: the
solutions of dialogue and inter-cultural
education to the problems of world
anxiety are the very factors which
partly help to fuel that which frightens
us the most, the rise of fundamentalism
allied to violence. It leaves us open to
the accusation that the real divide is
not that running between us but

through us.
The profile of `a fundamentalist' is
remarkably similar across religious
divides. Fundamentalism is a reactive
phenomenon: ¢gczz.#sf modemity and
critical

thinking,

and

czgczz.#sZ

a

perceived moral decadence in secularized western values. I asked a
colleague what he understood by
fundamentalism. He replied: `Fundamentalism is a poorly distilled backlash
against an emerging global challenge
to patriarchy, war, ecological exploita-
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English towns in the summer of 2001 led
government
DISTURBANCES
IN to
NORTIHRN
inquiries and reports in 2002. The
Government responded with "Social/
Community Cohesion" programmes to
help excluded communities "integrate
with the mainstream".
That integration is not a one way
programme. Most of the causes of
exclusion are a response to negative
behaviour of the "mainstream", rather
than the other way round. What is
missing are programmes to encourage
the ``mainstream" community to alter
its behaviour towards those within
"excluded" communities, so that they
no longer feel the need to build selfprotective walls around themselves.
In 1974 my father was asked how he
felt about joining his brother in the
House of Lords. Sometimes when he
replied that he felt proud, he added that
he was more proud of being the first
Jewish member of Hendon Golf Club.
In the 1960s people said ``You Jews

don't want to be part of British life like
the rest of us." Really? "Well,look at
the way you set up Jews-only golf
clubs". Of course we set up our own
golf clubs. We weren't allowed to join
most of the existing ones. Then we
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Richard Stone
were blamed for setting up our own.
If you feel unwelcome outside your
community, are called names and spat
on; if you face discrimination at work
and in school as well, it is hardly
surprising that you prefer to keep
yourself inside the safety and warmth

of your our world.
Most of the "excluded communities"
in the northern towns are Muslin. As
with all British Muslims, they bear not
only the brunt of blame for the northern disturbances. They are also driven
apart from the rest of society by divisive issues from abroad:
• The post-September 11 `war on

terrorism' and fears of A1-Qaida,
createfearinBritainthatanyMusliin
could be a terrorist.
• An attack on Iraq is likely to repeat
the wave of anti-Asian racist attacks,
seen in Britain during the first Gulf
War, against anyone, usually
wrongly perceived as pro-Saddam
Hussein.
• Recent violence in Gujerat and
Kashmir has driven an increased
wedge between British Hindus and

British Muslims.
• Creative partnersLips between
British Jews and British Muslims
have been undermined by the
renewed Israel/Palestine conflict,
isolating the tiro communities and
leavingthemignorantofcachother's
mixed feelings about the situation.
• Rejection of asyllm seekers from
troubled countries, by new laws and
by the media, have fuelled racism
against Black and Asian people
settled in the UK and added to
Islamophobia.
Britain's own underlying Islamophobia, exposed in the 1997
IslamopLobia Commission report,
boosts all these recent anti-Muslim
triggers.

The Rumymede Trust, the race
relatious' research charity, has been at
the forefront of promoting social
cohesion for 35 years. In 1992 it felt
the need to address UK anti-religious
as well as racist prejudice. The trustees
set up a Commission on anti-Semitism
which in 1995 produced a report called
"A Very Light Sleeper".
In 1920s Germany, Jews felt they
were the most assimilated and secure
community ever in the 2,000-year
history of Jewish Diaspora in Christian
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Europe. Yet from 1933, Germans and
their allies murdered six million
European Jews just because they were
Jewish. "A Very Light Sleeper"
indeed.
I have had to recognise that racism
never totally goes away. Everyone has
constantly to be on the look out for it,
in themselves, and in the institutions in
which they work or socialise. Then
work to reduce it to the minimurn.
Colour racism and Islamophobia are as
much "Very Light Sleepers" as antiSemitism. They can be aroused as
easily as anti-Semitism was in Nazi
Germany. Let us not forget.
One of Runnymede' s anti-Semitism
Commissioners was Professor Akbar
Ahmed of Cambridge University. He
saw obvious parallels between British
anti-Jewish and anti-Muslim prejudice.
As a result one of the Commission's
recommendations was that Rurmymede
set up a similar Commission on antiMuslim prejudice.
In 1995 the Commission on British
Muslims and Islamophobia was convened. Half of the Commissioners were
chosen from across the Muslim

cormunities and the other half from a
range of other backgrounds. As one of
the non-Muslim Commissioners I was
fortunate to visit British Muslim communities all over the UK. We produced
in 1997 a report "Islamophobia, a
challenge for us all".
I would like to have set about implementing the 60 recommendations of
the report. But, I was pulled away by
an invitation from the Home Secretary
to be Adviser on the Stephen Lawrence
Inquiry into the murder of a black
youth in South London.
Emerging from the Lawrence
Inquiry in 1999, I found that very few
ofthelslamophobiaCommission'srecommendations had been implemented.
I decided to revive the Commission for
a firfuer three years.
In both phases of the Islamophobia
Commission, non-Muslim Commissioners were horrified to hear of the
constant stream of verbal and sometimes physical abuse that many British
Muslims experience. More shocking
was the reason given across the coontry for not reporting these incidents.
"But that's how British people are" So,
thousands of British Muslims feel that
they are not wanted here and generally
consider white British people to be
racist and lslamophobic. Yet over 60°/o
of Muslims were born and/or educated
here. No wonder they may not respond
to calls to take part in "prograrnmes of
integration".
We were not surprised to read in the
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reports on northern towns that the
mainly Muslim Asian communities are
living in self-imposed ghettos.
To a Jew, the idea of a ghetto is
familiar. The first ghetto was institutionalised by law in Venice in 1516 to

wall off Jews from the "mainstream"
population.

Segregation in Britain today is not
imposed from outside by law. Minority communities can come to see
separation as the only way to protect

I have had to recognise
that racism never
totally goes away.
Everyone has
constantly to be on the
look out fior it, in
themselves, and in the
institulons in which
they work or socialise.
Then work to redtlce it
to the mini,mum.
Colour racism and
Islamophobia are as
much "Very Light
Sleepers " as andSemitism. They can be
aroused as easily as
anti-Semitism was in
Nazi Germany.
Lct us not fiorgct.
themselves. Dominant "mainstream"
communities collude, and dangerously
make little attempt to change their rejection-provoking behaviour. This
must be a worry for the whole country.
When two million Muslim people feel
that they may be better off separating
themselves from the other 56 million,
we can say goodbye to "social cohesion".
There will be no social cohesion

until non-Muslims empathise with the
experiences which drive British
Muslims to segregate themselves.
Lessons in English and citizenship
should be made available, but in ways
which do not force participants to run

the gauntlet of racist chanting to get to
a class.

It is not for non-Muslims to penalise
those who do not feel comfortable
enough to attend integration classes.
Immigrants, when they are ready,
almost always want to take part in
mainstrealn activities. Refugee doctors
from Nazi Germany scrubbed hospital
floors in the UK, rather than lose
contact with medicine. Today a Somali
refugee consultant gynaecologist has
spent seven years taking blood tests for
other doctors rather than let her skills
deteriorate. She has at last been
permitted to return to clinical practice,
but why were her talents wasted for so
long?

Anti-Black racism is not in the heads
of Black people. It is in the heads of
white people.
Anti-Semitism and Islamophobia are
not in the heads of Jews or Muslims.
They can be reduced only by change in
the mind-sets of those who are not
Jewish or not Muslim.
The way to encourage wary Muslims
to integrate is for white, non-Muslim
citizens like me to alter the way we
behave towards our Muslim fellow
citizens. Whilst asking Muslim and
other Asian communities to leam more
about our ways, we also have to find
out more about their customs and
traditions. A one-way approach is
patronising, and smacks of a new fomi
of colonialism.
Improved social cohesion demands
new responsibilities not just from
minorities but also from dominant
colrmunities. Of course it is helpful
towards social cohesion if non-English
speakers leam the language. At the
same time non-Muslims might consider
learning simple courteous Islamic
greetings. Professionals who provide
services to people from different
backgrounds can easily acquire a few

phrases in the language of their patients
or clients. Most people send Christmas
cards to Christian friends. How about
sending Bid cards to Muslim contacts,
New Year cards to Jewish colleagues
in the autumn, and Dhiwali cards to
Hindus?
Local promotion of community
cohesion is growing. Some schools
mark different religious celebrations.
Non-Muslim religious leaders make
efforts to connect with local Muslim
religious and lay leaders. Muslims and
non-Muslims are quietly meeting, and
sharing what is usually excellent food.
With my Commissioners we recognise that three years for the second
phase of the Islamophobia Commission
continued on next page
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was about right, but the work has to
continue. A Commission is probably
no longer the best method. Other methods are re.quired.

I puzzle over what will work in
reducing divisions and promoting
cohesion.

It is worth remembering that "the
personal is the political". I can only
start from where I am, and that is as
white, middle class, middle-aged and

male - and Jewish. All of those
identities can be seen as problematic. I
am heartened at how many British
Muslins are positive about my Jewish
background. Many have never met a
Jew in their life, just as many British
Jews have never met a Muslim.
One of the issues that British
Muslims and British Jews cannot
ignore is the Israel-Palestine conflict.
In my view, it is essential that we learn
to respect each other's loyalties to coreligionists. We have to find the

One Of the issues

that British Muslims
and British Jews

camot ignore is the
Israel-Palestine
corflict. In my view, it

is essential that we

learn to respect each
other's loyalties to
co-religiohists.

courage to voice our frustrations with
the political leaderships of "our" side.

We have to frod the

Although views may differ, our
differences usually turn out to be less
than we thought.
It is not a matter of leaving our
Middle East baggage behind. If we are

courage to voice our

to heal divisions in British society, it is

better that we move forward together
with our baggage respected, and still
on our shoulders.

frustrations with the
political leaderships
Of "our" side.

I believe the promotion of positive
contacts between British Muslims and
British Jews is the best way for me to
continue the work of the Islamophobia
Commission.
If British Muslims and British Jews
are seen to be maintaining and
deepening positive contacts despite
pressures from the Middle East to
divide us, then perhaps British Hindus
and British Muslims can do the same,
despite divisive pressures from Guj erat

and Fdshnir.
Other non-Muslim communities can
follow suit: white Catholic and Protestant churches, and Black majority
churches could do more to reach out to

their Muslin neighbours.
These are the best ways of encouraging British Muslims to pick a few
bricks off the walls of their selfimposed
ghettos.
Government
Ministers would do well to foster these
activities to give a lead from the top
that integration is most likely to
improve when non-Muslins like themselves deal with the negative sides of
their interaction with their Muslim

fellow citizens .
DR RICHARD STONE was cz pcz7ze/ member

Of the Stephen Lawrence Inquiry, as Adviser to
Sir Williarm Macpherson. He is President Of the

Jewish Council for Racial Equdity and chairs
the R:unnymede Commission on Islamophobia.
He is an Honorary Vice-President Of RSGB.
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COLOURFUL
COMMUNITIES
Dana Evan Kaplan

ewish community sees the
esults
of a generation
of interAI THE ENTIRE
ARERICAN
marriage, adoptions and conversions to
Judaism, American synagogues are becoring much more diverse. They now
include many non-whites. While many
earlier Jews with obvious racial differences felt uncomfortable in synagogues
that were virtually all white, many contemporaryJewswithAfricanAmerican,
Asian, or Hispanic backgrounds say
they feel completely at home. I This may
be due to the increasing numbers of
nonwhite Jews, but it is also a result of
the
increasing
acceptance
of
multiculturalism. Prominent black
Jews, for example, include the late
Sammy Davis Jr., who converted to
Judaism, and Yaphet Kotto, who plays
Lieutenant Giardello on the television
show j7o777z.cz.de.2 While there are no

authoritative statistics, some experts believe that as much as 10 percent of the
Jewish community is nonwhite.3
Nevertheless, being a nonwhite Jew
inevitably creates identity issues not
faced by white Jews. Lesli Williams of
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Fairmount Temple in Cleveland, Ohio,
was raised as a Jew by her African
American father and white mother.
When her synagogue was looking for a
speaker for Martin Luther King Jr.
Day, they turned to her. "In connection
to my race, there is always confusion
about my religion. I am Jewish, I have
always felt at home at Fairmount
Temple," she said in her speech.
Nevertheless, she expressed a bit of
uneasiness about being one of the very
few African Americans in the
congregation. "Sometimes I find
myself scanning the synagogue for
other brown-skinned people. I almost
always fail to find any, making me
wonder what people are noticing about
me."4

Last autumn, Alysa Stanton b: ecame
the first black woman to study to
become a rabbi in the United States. A
children' s psychotherapist in Aurora, a
suburb of Denver, she had taken
courses in Hebrew and Jewish thought
as an undergraduate at Colorado State
University in Fort Collins. Soon she

began studying with an Orthodox rabbi
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in Denver and at the age of twenty-four
decided to convert to Judaism. In 1992,

she began attending Temple Emanuel,
the large Reform synagogue in Denver,
where she felt immediately welcomed
into the congregation. "I wasn't an
oddity. I was just another new face."
As she became more active at
Emanuel, Stanton was often asked if
she had ever considered becoming a
rabbi. She also heard that it was
becoming more common for older
students to begin rabbinical school. At
the age of thirty-eight, she applied to
Hebrew Union College in Los Angeles
for admission to the rabbinical
programme. RIchard Levy, the director
of rabbinic studies, commented that "it
is a reminder that Jews come in all
colours and all ethnic groups." Stanton
has said she wants ``to be a rabbi who
breaks barriers, inspires dreams and
builds bridges."5 As the first black
women rabbinical student, she has
become something of a celebrity,
appearing on Black Entertainment

practise no religion. When her father
needed open-heart surgery, he asked
Lin, the only religious person in the
family, to pray for his recovery. When
her mother was diagnosed with cancer,
Lin asked her rabbi to visit her mother
in the hospital. Living in Berkeley, Lin
has not had to face too many obstacles.

Last autumn, Alysa
Stanton became the

fast black woman to
study to become a

rabbi in the Uruted
States. A children's

psychotherapist in
Aurora, a suburb Of

Television and on CBS's Eczdy Sfeoi4;.6

De"er, she had taken

Increasing numbers of Jews are
marrying Asians, some of whom
convert to Judaism. Others convert
without any romantic tie, among them
Patricia Lin, a history professor at the
University of California in Berkeley,

courses in Hebrew
and Jewish thought

who wears a A4lcrge# DOT;z.c7 ring, recites

the Slfe 'e"cz every moming, and reads
Torah at her local synagogue. Lin
converted a few years ago in a Liberal
Synagogue in London, where she was
studying at the time. "I just knew it
was the right thing. I have felt at home
in the Jewish community in a way I

have never felt in the Asian
community." She feels that her
Judaism has helped her connect to the
painful events in Chinese history that
her family had experienced. Her father
had witnessed a Nationalist chop off
the head of his neighbour in Taiwan
after World War 11. Yet she did not
realize just how traumatized her
parents had been until she attended a
conference on children of Holocaust
survivors. Worrying that she might not
be considered "a real Jew if I was not
connected to the Shoah directly," she
asked her parents more about their
experiences growing up in Taiwan
right after the Japanese occupation.
"The conference gave me a way to

understand my own childhood and why
I had emotional pain and outbursts. I
wish that there were survivors' groups
for my parents because they do not talk
about their experiences." Jewish ritual
life has helped Lin bond with her
parents, who profess no faith and
MANNA SPPIING 2003

as an undergraduate
at Colorado State
Uriversity in Fort
Collins. Soon she

began studying with
an Orthodox rabbi in
Denwer and at the
age Of twenty-f ;our
decided to convert

to Judaism.
Yet she is aware that many born Jews
aren't sure what to make of her. "You
don't look Jewish," some people say to
her. When Lin joined a new
congregation, she wondered if she
should pray loudly so congregants
would see that she was familiar with
Judaic practices.7

Many American Jews are also adopting Asian babies and raising them as
Jews. When such parents have asked
Lin how she copes with the dual identities of being Jewish and Asian, she is
reassuring. "Jews have been all around

the world, and we should welcome this
diversity. Asian Jewish children will
still have to deal with some animosity.
We have to educate. A lot of synagogues have multicultural Judaism
classes. It is not just in history, but
happening now."8
"Adopting transracially requires a

completely different frame of
reference," Gail Steinberg of petaluna,
California, has found. She adopted her
daughter, Shira, from Korea in 1962,
as well as two African American
children and one Caucasiari child in
the United States. "We think that we
are a match for each other on the inside,
but that doesn't mean everyone will
feel that way." Susan Katz, director of
the adoption agency Stars of David,
reports that many Jews are interested
in adopting a child from overseas. Like
other Americans, they are hesitant to
adopt American children because of
well-publicized stories of U.S. birth

mothers changing their minds and
trying to reclaim their children. But
African American and Latino social
workers' associations have taken a
strong stance against transracial
adoptions, leading many to adopt
children from outside the United States.
A substantial number go to Korea,
China, and other Asian locations
Sharon Kaufinan of Washington,
D.C„ was a divorcee with no children
when she read an article about
Americans adopting children from
China. "It just hit me in my fa.sfe#es,
and I knew right then and there that I
would be going to China." In 1997 she

adopted Rebecca Joy Chufang
Kaufroan and brought her to be named
at Washington' s Reform Temple Sinai.
"I was so excited to bring my daughter

into the Jewish community, that when
I shouted out the blessings you could
have heard it in the next county."
Raising her daughter as an active
Reform Jew, Kaufman is also
encouraging her daughter to identify as
a Chinese American. Rebecca attends
a Jewish day school and studies
Mandarin as well.
Helen Radin adopted her daughter,
Jessica, in Thailand in 1976 when
Jessica was five days old. Jessica Radin
attended Hebrew school at Temple
Shaaray Tefila and was sent to Israel

on a Bronfman Youth Fellowship.
When she visited her native Thailand,
a new friend demonstrated how to bow
to the Buddha. ``The first thought that
went though my head was, I ant a bad
Jew, I just bowed to an object," Jessica
Radin said. She is deeply committed to
the Jewish religion and does not think
continued on next page
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she could raise children who are not
Jewish. At the same time, she wants to
embrace her Thai ethnic identity,

although "after Thailand, pat of me
doesn't want my child to be biracial. It
feels like losing a part of me."9
In the shift toward multiculturalism
that welcomes these adoptees, the
movements have also started reaching
out to Latino Jews, many of whom are
native Spanish speakers. The recent
economic crisis in Argentina has
caused an influx of Argentirian Jews,
often destitute and jobless. Reform
synagogues in Miami in particular have
developed programmes to welcome
them. "We want to help them because
it is the right thing to do," Rabbi Gary
Glickstein of Temple Beth Sholom in
Miami Beach told me. "When the
Cuban Jews came here in the early
1960s, they were not in a position to
contribute much to the community
because they were so overwhelmed
with rebuilding their lives. But today,
many Cuban Jews are playing
extremely important roles in the Jewish
community. The same is now true with
the Argentinians. I believe that in
twenty years many of the Argentinians
will be leaders in this synagogue and
the community generally." Beth
Sholom has brought in a Spanish-

speaking rabbinic intern, Claudio
Javier Kogan, M.D. Kogan teaches
classes and conducts life-cycle events
in Spanish and writes a newsletter
message in both English and Spanish. ]°
Other groups of Hispanic Jews have
migrated to California, New York, and
a number of other states. Depending on
their religious upbringing and their
present predilections, some gravitate
to Reform temples.
The Reforln movement is going to
be faced with tens of thousands of
memb ers
from
multicultural
backgrounds. These Jews are going to
have to work out new approaches to
affirm their Jewish commitments,
while also expressing their ethnic
identities. The anecdotal evidence so
far suggests that synagogues are
making substantial efforts. But many
of these individuals are tom between
two or more different types of
identities. Helping them enrich their
commitment to Judaism while working
through their ambivalence and
conflicts is not going to be easy .
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Last year, to get married in
Jerusalen and have ray marriage recognised by
thestateandrnyfutiurechtldrenrecoghised
as Jews, I had to inNoive an Orthodox rabbi, in
addition to the Reform rabbi whom I wanted
to condtlct the ceremony.

WHEN ELVIS IS MORE KiosHER

Charlotte Halle
unity. This has happened since
moving
to IsraelOFF
four years
ago.
IHAVE
GONE
JEWISH
Unity is a constant call here - from
religious leaders, heads of political
parties and high profile visitors from
the Diaspora. They urge Jews of all
denominations, ethnicities and political
persuasions to unite to find solutions to
Jewish problems. It is usually phrased
as though unity itself is the goal, not
the particular religious or political
doctrine under which the call is
intended to "unite." Whenever I hear a
call for unity, I have leaned to listen
very carefully.

country at a rally to free Anatoly
Sharansky and knowing that every
Jewish person I knew would be sitting
at a Seder table on the same night.
As a teenager, it was getting more
complicated. Jewish unity was less in
evidence when a boy from the only
other Jewish family at my school
would not come to my brother's Bczr
A4lz./zvcz% because it was at a Refoml

As a child in the U.K., Jewish unity
seemed organic. It meant going to a
packed shul the Shabbat after the Paris
synagogue was bombed. It meant
meeting friends from all over the

synagogue. My own uncle would not
attend our synagogue for the same
reason.

At university, I noticed that the
Union of Jewish Students' call for
continued on next page
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unity meant I had to line up alongside
those who were far to the right of me
politically - usually under their banner.
The row following Rabbi Hugo Gryn's
death - about who did and who did not
come to his funeral - showed a serious
crack in the unity of British Jewry.
But nothing prepared me for the
extent of the loss of innocence I was to
experience in Israel.
Here, Jewish unity now manifests
itself in such a way that, when a
mosque in an unrecognised Bedouin
village in the Negev was recently
demolished by Interior Ministry
inspectors, we were shown to have
become so immune to non-Jewish
suffering that there was no great
uproar. Jewish unity means also that
the ultra-Orthodox must be kept sweet
to such an extent that much of the
country pays taxes at a rate of some 40
percent, which - in part - goes to fund
the full-time study of ultra-Orthodox
men, of whom just 20 percent
participate in the work force.
It means that my husband, who has
just received his second call-up for
reserve duty within a year, will put
himself at risk by spending a few weeks
staffmg a road block in the West Bank,
defending the passage of Jewish
settlers whose presence there he
disputes, while his 31-year-old ultraOrthodox countexparts are exempt
from serving at all as part of an
historical deal dating back to the
establishment of the state.
Last year, to get married in
Jerusalem and have my marriage
recognised by the state and my future
children recognised as Jews, I had to
involve an Orthodox rabbi, in addition
to the Reform rabbi whom I wanted to
conduct the ceremony.
Friends of mine took a different
route a few years ago. Their beautiful
ceremony under a %wppczfe overlooking

the Old City of Jerusalem - in which
they exchanged wedding rings which
had once belonged to the bride's grandparents who perished in Auschwitz was not considered valid as it was con-

ducted by a Refom rabbi. During their
honeymoon in the United States, the
couple popped into a "Chapel of Love"
in Las Vegas and were married, according to the state of Nevada, by an
Elvis Presley impersonator. This ceremony - which is recognised in Israel
as a civil marriage in a foreign country
- was regarded as a legitimate marriage by the authorities here.
What kind of unity have we settled
for when Elvis is. more 4osfeer than a
Reform rabbi and some Jewish blood
is redder than others? How have we
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allowed inequality and coercion to
masquerade as unity? And what is so
appealing about being united anyway?
Despite the uses and abuses of the
unity concept, I - like so many of my
fellow Jews - cannot help but feel a
special connection and a sense of
responsibility towards the rest of my
people, wherever they live. To some
degree or another, we share a destiny,
as well as a past, which we ignore at
our peril. By joining together, we can
grow and thrive and overcome our
adversaries.
But this should not come at the cost
of diversity. Jewish unity carmot be
used as an excuse to squash our rich

variety of practice and opinion, even if
that would be so much sinpler.
For Jews in the Diaspora, it would
surely be easier to support Israel and
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon blindly or
altematively to write the country off as
a dangerous and embarrassing blunder,
rather than wade through the mire
between Sharon's policies and his
democratically reached mandate. And
after all, we need only accept the latter.
It so happens that the call for Jewish
unity is a current favourite cry of prime
Minister Sharon, with his nearobsessive pursuit of a national unity
goverrment.
He accuses the Israeli Labour party
of disloyalty to the country because of
its refusal to entertain the idea of a
national unity government this time
around, at a time of economic and
political

crisis.

During

the

last

government, Labour found its key
function in the union with Likud to be
a fig leaf for Sharon's policies of force.
Voters subsequently told Labour
exactly what they thought of such a
role.

But it suits Sharon's political ends

to ignore the fact that Labour can
support him from outside the
government when he takes steps in a
direction that they support. And he
continues to link ``unity" with "national
responsibility". He gets away with it
because the notion of a loyal opposition
is troublingly absent in Israel.
Professor Naomi Chazan, who lost
her seat in the Knesset in the January
elections after 1 1 years as an MK in the
left-wing Meretz party, is passionately
against Labour joining a unity

government. "This country needs a
strong opposition," she says. "Every
democracy does by its very essence.
That is how alternatives are built.
[Israelis] think that if there is unity,
there is resolution. But the essence of
democratic life is adversarial and, if it
is not, we should start wonying."

Friends Of mine took a
different route a few
years ago. The;ir

beautiful ceremony
c/73czer cz huppah

overlooJing the Old
City Of Jermsale;in - in
which they exchanged
wedding rings which
had once belonged to
the bride's
grandp arents who
perished in Auschwitz was not considered
valid as it was
conducted by a Reform
rabbi. During their
honeymoon in the
United States, the
couple popped i,nto a
"Chapel Of Love" in
Las Tiegas and were

married, according to
the state Of Nevada, by
an El,vis Presley
inpers onator. Thj,s

ceremony - which is
recoghised in Israel as

a civil mainage in a
f;oreign country -was
regarded as a
legitinate marriage by
the authorities here.
Jewish diversity is rarely celebrated
in Israel. "Even from the most
outspoken and uncompromising types,
it is amazing to hear them talking about
`unity' as the most important thing,"
wrote an Israeli rabbi in 1996. ``Is it
correct that unity is the cure-all? ...

There is an essential difference
between the kind of unity when the
Jewish people stood together at Mount
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Binyamin Kahane, who headed the
extremist settler movement Kahane
Chai (which followed the ideology of
his father Meir Kahane; both were
banned from rurming for the Knesset)
and whose goal and purpose certainly
differed greatly from mine. And yet,
we are able to agree that the call for
unity can be tokenistic and divisive
and should be employed with great
Care.

Because who wants to argue against
unity? Who does not want to join in
and be stronger and feel proud of our
shared history, and work together
towards a better future?
I, for one, will only be responding to
leaders who call for acceptance of
Jewish diversity as a method of getting

there .
CHARLOTTE HALLE grew ap czs' cz me"ber
of North West Surrey Synagogue and is a
gradrate of RSY Netzer. She moved to Israel in
March 1999 and is a reporter fior Ha'aretz
English Edition, which can be read on-line at
www.haaretzdaily.com.
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Sinai about to receive the Torah and
the unity to which politicians pay lip
service. For the question is not whether
unity is good or bad, but rather what is
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the cause you are uniting around? For
what goal and purpose?"
The point is more poignant, perhaps,
because it was made by the late

Fax: 020 8446 0430

www.southoverpartnership.com
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and its associated guiding principles that were
uncovered in exploring how to deliver appropriate
services for ethnic minorities was

;:;::i::I:n#t:;:i;ij;§B!?Ad;!:s;|i:tRieffreirnendtoE:?:,re
not. Asking is a sign of respect. (iii) One is enough
{o be different.

IV'%rwlNIA

ESSAIY

LIVING AND
CHANGING JUDAISM
Inarem:.r.k.a`b,lr_i,:no.v.ati.vemanpe.r,wife.andhusbandteanRal]biSylviaRothschild

andMandnF¥:h?corbiy.e.to.look_atthenatureofRofor;;;i;;;:i;:;:;;:Wa
combined rabbihic and orgwisedonai de;elopment per;pectiv-i

ans¥L#aarRft±:s#e€
the continuous present - we were not
thesubjectofauniqueRefomation,t]ut
are always in the process of refoming
our theological understanding and its
practical expression. And we keep refoming ourselves. Thus it is inportant
that we have as healthy an interest in
the process of how reforming takes
place as we have in the content of our
Judaism. We ask ourselves - on what
basisarewechallengingthepresentand
changing the status quo? What are the
ways in which we do this? Who is the
`we' who is deciding? How is reform
happening? Some insight into the
process can be seen in our self perception as inheritors of the prophetic
tradition.Particularprinciplesunderpin
our decision making, we are both reac-

tive to the world in which we find
ourselves, and proactive in expressing
our sense of God's will for the world.
We call ourselves `prophetic
Judaism', and take as our manifesto
the ethical teachings of Judaism as
enunciated in the prophetic texts.
While ritual holds a significant place
in our world view, we hold that the
way of righteousness in our behaviour
to others is as important - even more
important - than many of the z„z.Jzvof
that deal with ritual activity. The
principle of keeping Shabbat as a day
of rest and refreshment of the soul, in
simulation of the divine relaxation on
the seventh day, underpins much more
of how we make a Reform Shabbat
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than the explication of the injunction
to abstain from work.
Events{Signs.

Patterns of behaviour

The events/signs and
patterns of behaviour we
observe are caused by the
underlying pattern of
organisation (which includes
beliefs) of our systems. Our
ability to influence the

behaviour of

Pattern of organisation our systems increases to the
extent we focus on
redesigning the pattern of
organisation.

A consequence of this perspective is
thatpreviouslyevolvedfeo/cz4fecz%isnot

necessauly a constraint that fixes us in
a certain mode of behaviour. hstead it
becomes an essential part of our processtorevisittraditionalunderstandings
of how to behave as a Jew, extending
them where appropriate, or else developing new ideas and insights leading
to new and different ways of being a
Jew - new ¢czffewczj+s '. Therefore it is

critical we have as deep and rich an
understanding of the process whereby
we do this, for this is the power of
setting the rules that change the rules.
Autonomous agents are notoriously difficult to
control. A powerful way for the leadership of a
complex system to ensure an orderly outcome is to
guide the behaviour of its autonomous members by
creating `rules of thurrib' for ttie members to interact
with. It is helpful to think of three levels of rules.
Beliefs: which might change very rarely, slowly, or

not at a''
Guiding Pn.nciples: likely to be modified over the

course of a generation
Do's: open to variety and change
The strategic leadership task is to create/uncover
the beliefs and their associated guiding principles,
then to find ways of sharing the leaming that arises
from the autonomolls membership applying these
'dos'. As an example, one (of a set of follr) belief

In one sense, while we are cleady
not Karaites, it could be said that we
persistently find ourselves in a world
that is effectively pre-Mishnaic, closer
to the ambiguously potential filled
world of Sinai than the more worked

out and embroidered narrative of
codified Judaism. We have the texts
but we need to understand what they
mean for ourselves. For us there can be
no device of a Divine Oral law handed
down at the same time as the whtten
text and with equally binding authority. Instead of a Moses figure teaching
us with special authority, our religious
understanding evolves through ongoing dialogue, and we are obliged to
understandthenatureofthedialoguewhat becomes authoritative, from
where authenticity derives. If we do
not understand the process by which
we evolve new `pczzfewczys' we are

vulnerable, and prey to people asking
us"whatisyourauthorityforchanging
such-and-such", or "why do you select
certainelementsoverothers"or"if you
are willing to change one thing you
might as well change everything". If
we do not understand the processes by
which we grow and change, we are .
open to challenges about our expertise,
our legitinacy and our independence.
A useful model llsing ideas from Ken Wilber and

Jurgan Habermas allows us to see our relationship
to Reform Judaism as a quadrant. The top half is the
individual, the bottom is the community. Tlie right
side shows what it looks like from the outside, the
left side what it looks like from within. Collectively as
a movement (bottom left) we need internally to come
to an intersubjective agreement (i.e. we all believe)
as to what is `right' Reform practice, e.g. gender
eqllality in ritual. To gain legitimacy it needs to fit
functionally and I)e agreed interobjectively, e.g.
conversion requirements.

#i:3'n?i:ns

:roE:e'£:bie

behaviour
Truthfulness (subj.ective)
Truth (objective)
Our culture and shared valuesour social forms of

Fit:::rn:ii::tJ,:; mutua,

;i::n!:;ioTu::aitiie

There is a prevalent myth behind
manyofthechallengestothelegitimacy
of Reform Judaism that somewhere
there must be an objectively authenticated Judaism (orthodoxy). But any
survey of the history of Judaism will
instantly reveal that there is no point
where Judaism has been static. Each
generation responds to the needs of its
time, adapting to their contemporary
political, geographical and historical
exigencies. While it may take great
pains to profess otherwise, classical
RabbinicJudaismisonelongprocessof
change, reformation and adaptation -

even now. The rabbinic dictum that
Revelation took place only once and
for all time, in the fomi of an Oral
Torah given simultaneously with the
Written Torah at Sinai, and which is to
be mined from the text only by the
initiated who possess a set of carefully
hewn hemeneutical principles, was a
device that gave Jews, for many
generations, the permission to read the
text both exegetically and eisogetically, and thus to keep it alive and
relevant. It was a brilliant device, for
the repeatedly changing combination
of human being and text allowed us to
continually create something new.
Human beings change all the time.
Certainly our surroundings impact
upon us and we become new at every
moment. So the text was always
refreshed, always engaged with differently, always lent itself to us in new
ways and showed itself in different
lights. The teaching of one single
Revelation event, which could be
understood and made known only by
those initiated into its esoteric workings, provided a sensible process that
legitimated the outcome, and gave a
semblance of authority and authenticity to its followers.
ln modern networked systems an interesting example
which balances how a 'text' gets refreshed is the
software LINUX where the sollrce code is available to
all users who are free and encouraged to develop it
further. AIl suggestions are evaluated by a central
team against clear criteria (robustness, speed etc)
before being adopted into the next version.

But somewhere along the line a
distortion has appeared. Was it with
the writing down of the Oral Torah,
long resisted as being dangerous to
Judaism? Was it with the need for
security when anti-Semitism embedded itself into the world' s psyche? Was
it simply forgetfulness about the
essential nature of process in favour of
conserving a tradition from a previous
generation? Whatever caused it, the
notion of one given Revelation which
is unfolded by the knowledgeable and
trained elite seems to have become
frozen, and with it congealed the
ongoing and dynamic process of
Jewish response to the world. Scholars
began to argue over minutiae rather
than focus on the Reality the minutiae
were designed to remind them of. One
school would argue with another,
forgetting that the purpose of lively
debate was not to prove right or wrong,
but to increase the richness of the
understanding. Suddenly authenticity
became something everyone sought
uniquely for themselves, while denying it to others.
lnsights from the study of ecosystems (where the
model of change is that individuals learn,

communities adapt and the ecology evolves), suggest
that any component having a monopoly on power
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leads to the devastation Of the ecology as a whole even for the monopolist. It is survival of ttie fit, not the
fittest, and the pn.mary unit is the community, not the
individual.

The single Revelation open to constant research and exposition was a
brilliant stratagem for as long as it
worked, but having stopped working it
has acted not so much as an engine for
ongoing Judaism, but as a brake upon it.
Suddenly quite legitimate scholarship
was frez/; the integrity of the reader
called into question, the %z.czdzfs% (the

new insight) open to suspicion and
Worse.
Systems theory tells us that most successful
mechanisms eventually hit some limiting factor that
reduces their effectiveness. This is not an indication
that they are/were inappropriate, but simply that they
have reached the end of their appropriateness. For
example, when dieting the weight loss encourages
the person to eat less. Over time the body adjusts to
the lower intake Of food by lowering the rate at which
it bums calories. Eventually the weight loss slows or
stops. The limit here is the metabolic rate. A new
mechanism is needed -e.g. steady exercise.

Progressive Judaism emerged as a reaction to this congealing of responsive
Judaism. Its imovative and brilliant
insight was that of progressive revelation. hstead of there having been one
total disclosure at the theophany which
we are still unpeeling, it refrained the
rabbinic teaching to produce the same

effect with a different instrument.
Progressive Judaism taught about Progressive Revelation - as each new
person reads the text, and as each person reads the text again, there is created
a possibffity of new understanding, the
potential for a new disclosure of the
divine purpose. Uhlike classical rabbinic Judaism, this new thing was not
considered to have been discovered, as
having an independent existence.
Instead we are clear that it is the interaction between reader and text that
brings it into being. By bringing our
own experience, our own personality,
our own awarenesses, our own values
into our reading of the text, we bring
forth a particular reading which did not
pre-exist. We emulate our Creator in
this continuing act of creation. By language we cause new things to exist - we
call forth new worlds and populate them
with living inspiration.
A sociocultural system is the product of social
communications, not vice versa. Change is the
evolution of new meaning through dialogue. Meaning
and understanding are socially and intersubjectively
constructed. We do not have meaning/understanding
until we have co-ordinated behaviour.
The Reform Movement exists only in language and
communicative action. Any linguistic account carries
with it a "circle of the unexpressed". Knowledge
advances through looking for the unsaid„.

Many things flow from this idea.
For example, one does not have to
bring a proof text in quite the same
way as the halachic process had
previously required, for it is in the
nature of the imovation that such a
proof text is unlikely to exist in the

same way. Instead the authority is
given to the community of the time,
which will decide if it will accept or
reject the novel teaching. And the
reality in which the reader lives will
have a greater role in the exposition
than previously, for that reality has
shaped the reader, and is with them
throughout, inaking powerful demands
upon how the reader reads.
Traditional Orthodoxy has been
required to start with the text, and from
the understanding derived from it, to
make an impact upon the world. Progressive Judaism starts with both text
and environment equally and focuses
on the relationship between the two. It
is the relationship that determines the
outcome, not the components.
A Sufi saying: because wB fro\nr one, we think we
know two, as 1+1=2. But the important thing to know
is the meaning of -+'.- lt is the relationship that
determines the outcome.
We also know, from the theory of autopoesis, that we
need multiple interacflons to change identfty. This
holds whether we are reading a text to discover new
meanings or using new language in the s/.dduror
creating new rifua[s. As women have found with
wearing a fa//ff, you need to try .rt a few times before
you can understand anything.

We read the text in the context of
how we live, the problems of our
generation, the knowledge and understanding of our scholarship, the cultural
assumptions we carry and the philosophical constructs that frame and
shape us.

Reform Judaism sees itself as the
direct heir of the Jewish process before
it became mired in the need to conserve the past and maintain a state of
equilibrium in the present. We see ourselves as the heirs to the inherently
unstable and challenging world of the
prophets, voices who reapond to the
situation here and now, living with all
the ambiguity and uncertainty of modern life. Our world view is very
different from that of much of earlier
Jewish tradition, yet we maintain the
essential integrity and meaning of that
tradition by continually creating authentically Jewish responses to the
world in which we live. We do not aim
for a definitive answer, for finding the
right response for all time, because
equilibrium is death, and the search for
meaning is what gives us our identity.
The study of dissipative structures teaches us thatbothequilibriumandchaosaredeathforliving

systems. AlcomesonthI life, creativity, growth and learninge`edgeofctiaos'

Until now Reform Judaism has
tended to view its history as a single
radical break from the fossilised form
of responding to the world (that of
progressive revelation), followed by a
number of statements or platforms to
try to clarify and define our position.
One thinks of the various historic
`platforms' of the American Reform
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Movement, regularly trying to put the
living changing organism that is
Refomi Judaism into some sort of
structure, to codify what has happened.
Unsurprisingly these statements have
been the subject of enormous debate,
ending up as faldy bland consensus
and compromise documents, which are
outdated as .quickly as they are
published. It is time to think of
ourselves differently.
Just as all Judaisms have been, we are
an emergent phenomenon, an ecology of
many different views and ideas. We
camot say for all time that "Reform
Judaism is. . .", nor can we identify any
permanent ideology To do that would be
tofouowtherouteofourpredecessorsto
stasis, and our energy and focus would
then be on conserving what was, rather
than responding to what is.
E"e7.ge72ce is the technical term used
to describe the process by which the
complexfty of our culTent enviroinent
has come about. It is the capacity to
respond to the moment, to bring forth
new worlds continually rather than follow an extemally-given blueprint. In
this understanding of the world, where a
great many independent agents are interactingwitheachotherinagreatmany
ways, very simple dynamic rules can
give rise to extraordinarily complex and
yet ordered outcomes.
Wliilst complicated things -e.g. building an aircraft,

are amenable to redllctionist analysis, complex
systems are not. In complexity, very simple dynamic
mules can give rise to extraordinarily indicate
behaviour. For example the flocking behaviour of
birds can be replicated on computer with three simple
rules:

* Always fly in the same direction as the birds around
you
* Keep up

* Follow your local centre of gravfty - if there are
more birds to your right, move right. If there are
more to your left, move left.
Tliis outcome is caMed emergent. One needs to learn
to see different categories from the level the desired
events happen.

Emergence generates the complex
reality we call life, and is the process
that constructs the self-organising
world we inhabit. As Fritjof Capra
wrote "1ife's unique capabilities for
novelty, leaning and adaptation, come
aboutnotbywayofdesign,butthrough
emergence".
Using the insights of complex living
systems, we can see that all social systerns, including religious movements,
are the results of emergent processes.
The probable vocalisation of the
tetragrarrmaton, the ineffable name for
God, would make it a causative form
of the verb `to be'. Thus `Yahweh'
would be understood to mean not
simply the one who exists in the past,
present and future, but as "the one who
causes to be, who brings forth into
existence". This is extraordinarily
close to modern thinking about

complexity, from which the ideas
discussed in this paper arise. It is
maybe no accident that it grew from
the science of biology, of living
structures, though it has clearly got
massive theological import.
Maturana and Varela /77Ze r7`ee a/

Knowledge, Shambala Press] dover
oped "the Santiago Theory of
Cognition"inwhichtheydescribealiving system as being autonomous,
connected to its environment through
recurrent interactions, each of which
triggers structural change in the system.
What is important is that the changes
arenotpredeterminedordirectedbythe
interaction, but simply that they are
brought about. What the structural
change misht be is determined iuternally, and this is created from a nix .of
how the system is organised, what it
notices around it, what it values and so
on. This mix could be described as the
identity of the structure. The identity of
the living system apecifies the structural
change - it defines for itself what it
chooses to pay attention to, and then is
responsive to experiences where it has
some real focus. According to this
theory, the structural changes thus work
only where there is cognition. So, by
specifyng what interactions it chooses
to respond to - or even to notice - the
livingsystembringsforthaworld.Cognition then is not a representation of an
chjective extemal world that exists independently, but it is instead a continual
bringing forth of a world through the
process of living. It is, if you like, a
theory that explains the difference between the one-off revelation and the
progressive revelation, the difference
between what has in modem times been
described as the `orthodox' world view
and the construct of progressive
Judaism.
To take examples from rabbinic literature. The people of Israel stood at
the foot of Sinai and were totally
unable to deal with what was happening, sending out Moses to be their
representative and to bring back to
them the requirements of the God who
was making a covenant relationship
with them. They told him "73cz'czse%
v'7tz.s¢7#cz, we will do it and we will

understand." They knew that they
would not be able to assimilate what
Moses brought them, but looked for a
way in which they would be able to
begin to understand. It is a truism that
people see only what they understand,
rather than understanding what they
see, but at Sinai there was a deliberate
and conscious change in the way the
people chose to organise themselves,

andtheyknewthatbyorganisingthem-

selves differently @y doing what was
required) they opened the doors to
understanding differently. This is also
how the discipline of regular prayer or
the system of taking on 77!z.rzt;of work the giving of charity is done not
because people are intrinsically charitable, but because they want to become
so. By changing their outward behaviour they hope to inpact upon the
construction of their inner world.
What are the implications of this
way of looking at the world for Reform
Judaismandforhowwemightdevelop
and evolve in the future? If we begin to
understand ourselves as part of the
process of continuing revelation, then
we open ourselves to other possibilities
- things we may not yet even dream of.
There is a story in the Talmud that
hints at this unknowable future that is
rootedintheprocessofbowweinteract
with text.
"Rav Judah taught in the name of
Rav, When Moses ascended on high he
found the Holy One, blessed be He,
engaged in affixing coronets to the letters [ofthe scroll]. Said Moses, `Lord of
the Universe, Who stays Your hand
[from writing out all of the Torah's precepts]?' God answered, `There will arise
a man, at the end of many generations,
Akiva ben Joseph by name, who will
expound upon each tittle, heaps and
heaps of laws'. `Lord of the Uhiverse',
said Moses; `permit me to see him'.
God replied, `Turn around' . Moses went

and sat down behind eight rows [of
Rabbi Akiva' s disciples, and listened to
their discourses upon the law]. Not being able to follow their arguments he
was so distressed that he grew faint, but
when they came to a certain subject and
the disciples said to the master `Whence
do you know it?' and the latter replied
`It is a law given unto Moses at Sinai'
he was comforted. Thereupon he retuned to the Holy One, blessed be He,
and said, `Lord of the Uulverse, You
have such a man and yet You gave the
Torah by [not by him but by] me! ' God
replied, `Be silent, for such is My decree'. " (Babylonian Talmud, Menahot
29b).

What is important is that we become
conscious that we are continually
bringing forth our own world, and that
that world is predicated on how we are
already organised intemally - what we
notice and what we choose to totally
ignore. Our internal organisation
therefore is critical. What are our
shared beliefs on which everything we
see and do is based? Would Moses be
able to recognise them if he found
himself back here? What are the
guiding principles by which we
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implement our core beliefs? How are
we to create and agree them? How do
we measure ourselves against them?
How are we held to account over our
use (or abuse) of them? In what way
does the community of Jews who self
identify as Reform Jews co-create such
principles, decide upon their
legitimacy and authenticity, share them
and continually finesse them?
If we are, as a community, a living
system-and1believethatweare-then
it is important that we continue to live,
to change, to adapt and to be dynamically aware of the many voices within
and around us. We must develop a clarity of identity together, so that we are
able to be confident in our core character, and face growth and change,
experiment and exploration without
fear.
Modern social theory (where the groiip not the
individual is the fundamental unit), posits that social

systems are drawn to possibilities, they do not evolve
by problem solving.
We are familiar with the power of possibilities from

placebo and Pygmalion effects.
Social systems change through reflective, connected
conversations, and valiie both the affective and the
rational.

The clarity must not come in the fom
of detailed strategic plaming however,
forthattooisaformoftryingtomanage
the future outcomes and thus stifles innovation. While the management of the
Movemeut may need to undertake conventional financial planning, we have to
be careful that this behaviour does not
extend to the theology, philosophy and
possibility of the Reform Movement.
The job of the `centre' is to keep us
focused on our process, aware of our
internal organisation of what we choose
to notice and what we choose to ignore.
The core purpose of Reform Judaism
must be allowed to explore and experiment, continually studying and
searching; it must be allowed both to
fall and to succeed, to be untidy and
disorderly, going into areas that at first
sight seem irrelevant to expressed religion, listening to the multiplicity of
voices around us. There is no theological plan that must be kept to at all costs,
no sacred places that are closed to the
enquiring mind.
Our model of identity includes three
main areas - of beliefs, of guiding
principles, and of the actions that arise
from the beliefs and the principles.
The beliefs are common to all

Judaisms - they are what make
Judaism what it recognisably is. The
beliefs must be recognisable to Moses
should he choose to attend any of our
classes where they are elucidated.
Whatever else Moses might find
strange or unfamiliar, for us to clain
our covenantal religious identity, our
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belief system must rest upon it.
The guiding principles with which
we give life and meaning to our beliefs
arethehardestareaforus.Theymustbe
nourished from the lived experiences of
the many and we must all agree to them.
AIL our ways of seeing our world, and
the decisions which flow, are created
from how we organise ourselves
intemally. We must therefore agree a
set of principles on which to base
ourselves. We already have a mmber of
them - genuine equality, the direction
towards inclusiveness rather than
excluding others, compassionate
decision making, #.4rfu7c o/cz773, educated
and informed choice, ¢%cn;czf yisrczeJ to

name a few. But we need to clarify
more operating principles for ourselves,
and this is a function of leadership. The
rabbis are currently working on the
overarching values and the real
boundaries that we share when making
decisions in the Assembly, and this

work must be taken out into the
Movement too, so that it is owned by us
all - the distillation of the multiple
perspectives is a necessary pre-requisite
for us to establish ourselves firmly as a
coherent and authentic group.
Stories are to transformation what facts are to
science. Stories allow us to experience facts, not
simply to be informed by them. Whilst abstractions
are highly sophisticated and evolved, they are the
least powerful way of engaging social systems

And once the beliefs and the guiding
principles are clear and agreed by us all,
then we are all free to develop actions
which emerge from them as we respond
to our worlds. We are free not to be told
how to be Jewish, but we have the
obfigation to operate within the agreed
boundaries and beliefs, and it will be up
to us all not only to be prepared to
account for our actions to each other in
these terns, but also to challenge each
other if we feel that it is necessary. To
keep the integrity of the system, to

maintain a living system of Reform
Judaism rather than to create a loose
collection of individuals all doing their
own thing, we still have to hold each
other to account, to have conversations
with each other, to provide feedback to
each other, to have a myriad of
connections with each other and to see
ourselves as a network. This is an
obligation for each one of us. Not to
prescribebehaviour,tellingpeoplewhat
to do, but keeping each other to our
beliefs and our shared guiding
principles and boundaries, and asking
eachotherhowwhatwearedoingfitsin
with those beliefs and principles.
Individuals may take a variety of
paths in expressing Judaism, in creating now understandings, and, provided
they base themselves on our shared

constructs,thesepathsmaydevelopthe
rest of us, taking us into areas where
we may not naturally have ventured. If
enough of us find our way into something new, then it is probable that the
rest of the Movement will move
towards it. One thinks of those synagogues and rabbis who have been in
ongoing dialogue with each other and
those which have kept their distance
from the others. it becomes obvious
which retain a dynamic tradition, and
which begin to live in a world which is
already past. It is our responsibility - it
is our obligation - to keep each other
on the journey, to challenge each other
and where necessary to confront each
other in terms of how we are being
Reform Jews, how we are maintaining
a living, relevant and responsive Jewish face to the world and how our
sharedvalues,philosophyandideology
are shaping that face.
We need to unpick three separate dimensions of
accountability:

1) what counts -notjust things that are countable
2) who we give an account to - we don't I.ust send it
`upward'

3) what we hold ourselves accountable for.

Individuals

lean

and

grow,

communities are a little different. They
learn and evolve, taking the
multiplicity of experiences of the
individuals. One scales up yet again to
the Movement, which is an ecology of
the many different communities. The
common thread is that of the constant
searching for God, the differing ways
of expressing the same covenantal
relationship as we bring forth new
worlds. How we co-create our world
will be done differently at the different
levels, and how we effect leadership
must also be relevant to each level. But
the one constant for us all is the shared
system of beliefs, and the shared
guiding principles which will help us
to express those fundamental beliefs what might have, in an earlier form,
have been called a ¢oJczfa7zcz%, a way of

going. Once we are truly confident in
these two areas, once we have leaned
to trust each other that as long as our
actions are guided by our shared
values, then what emerges will always
be an authentic expression of Judaism,
a new world of revelation, we will then
be tmly able to call ourselves living,
prophetic, responsive Judaism .
SYLVIA ROTHSCHLD wars orc7az.7.ed Z7)/ Leo
Baeck Couege in 1987. She was the rabbi Of
Brondey Synagogue f;or 15 years and is now
Rabbi Of Wimbledon Synagogue, along with
Rabbi Sybtl Sheridan.

MARITN FISCRER is Fe/Jow z.# Orgzzjtz.s'ational Development at the Kings Fund. He
specialises in working with complex social systerrrs.
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HOW ISIIAEL WAS BORN
THE UNTOLD STORY
Geoffrey Alderman
AIeh J. Kochavi,
Post-Holocaust Politics:
Britain, the United States,
& Jewish Rofugees, 1945-1948
University of North Carolina Press,
2001; ISBN 0-8078-2620-0;
xvi + 377 pp. £35.50 h.b.

Jews manage to re-establish
own nation-state?
How,
HOW their
EXACTLY
DID THE
exactly, was this state re-established?
These questions are different from the
ones conventionally asked, such as
"why was the state re-established?" or
"why did the United Nations vote to reestablish such a state?" To these
conventional questions there are
conventional and widely accepted
answers. The state was re-established
in order to provide the Jews with a self-

governing and independent polity. The
UN supported this objective partly out
of Christian remorse for millennia of
persecution of the Jews -the resolution
to re-establish the state would not have
been carried but for the votes of
Catholic countries - but partly, - and
here the second set of questions
connects with the first, - as the
recogriitiou Of a. f ait accompli.
In 1947 a Jewish state existed in all
but name in Mandate Palestine.
Contrary to the propaganda put out then and now - by Islamic

propagandists and their non-Islamic
allies, this state had most certainly not
been established or re-established by
the United Kingdom, the power upon
which the League of Nations had
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bestowed the Mandate. Nothing could
be further from the truth than the
assertion, repeated too frequently in
textbooks, that the Balfour Declaration
sought the re-establishment of a Jewish
state. It did not. What the Lloyd George
goverrment sanctioned in 1917 was a
facility by which a certain number of
Jews were to be permitted to immigrate
and live in Palestine. If the Balfour
Declaration envisaged any sort of

polity emerging with the passage of
time in Palestine, it was most certainly
nothing grander than a bi-national
entity with a Muslim majority and a
Jewish minority.
This ambition, merely implicit in
1917, was made more or less explicit

when the government of Neville
Chamberlain effectively revoked the
Declaration in 1939. In the White

Paper which it published that year,
looking to the future of Mandate
Palestine after the crushing of the Arab
Revolt (1936-39),

Chamberlain's
government declared that some 75,000

Jews - and no more - might be
permitted to enter Palestine over the
following 5-year period. At the end of
a further period of 5 years Palestine
could become independent, with a
Muslim majority.

The fact is, however, that by 1947 a
Jewish state existed cJe /czcZo in

Mandate Palestine. What Professor
Kochavi has set out to do is to provide

part of the answer to the questions I
posed at the beginning. How exactly
did the Jews manage to re-establish
their own nation-state? How, exactly,
was this state re-established? And in
setting out to answer these questions
Professor Kochavi has chosen to
examine, in detail, a theme which has
received much less attention than it
deserves from historians of Zionism,
of the Holocaust, and of Mandate
Palestine - namely the diplomatic
history of Jewish displaced persons in
Europe between the end of the Second
World War and the proclamation of the
State of Israel almost exactly three
years later.
The bare bones of this story are well
known. In the period 1945-48 around
250,000 Jews, some liberated from the
death and concentration camps and
others, who had never been in camps,
anxious nonetheless to leave from a
post-war Europe in which anti-Jewish
prejudice was still very much alive,

fled from Eastern Europe and the
Balkans to Italy, Germany and Austria.
Through the efforts of Zionist organi-
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sations they made their way to ports in
Southern France, Italy, Yugoslavia,
Rumania and Bulgaria. There they
embarked on a motley collection of
seaworthy and unseaworthy vessels for
the hazardous journey to the shores of
Mandate Palestine. The journey was
hazardous not merely because of the
condition of the ships in which they
sailed and of the overcrowding and
general privation which they endured.
The British Navy lay in wait for them.
Professor Kochavi calculates that of
the tens of thousands of "illegal"
immigrants whom the Zionists
embarked for Palestine, over seventy
per cent were intercepted by the British and deported to Cypms.
We might note e# pczsscz#Z that

despite the protestations of the British
these immigrants were strictly
speaking not "illegal" at all, since the
Mandates commission of the League
of Nations had never approved the
1939 White Paper - a point which
Professor Kochavi does not make clear.
Be that as it may, even had every one
of the immigrants reached the shores
of Palestine only to be deported, from
the Zionist point of view it would not
have mattered. In 1945 the Zionist
faced three almost insuperable
challenges. The first was that Palestine
was not very high on the agenda of the
victorious Allies. What concerned the
victorious Allies was the settlement
and rebuilding of post-war Europe and,
increasingly from 1947, the spread of
Communism as Europe was in
recovery. To make matters worse, not
only was Palestine not high on the
agenda. In some quarters the hope was
even being entertained that persecuted
and displaced Jews would be able to
return to their countries of origin and
somehow rebuild their lives. Zionist
imperatives were thus crystal clear.
Palestine had to be moved up the
agenda. And the victorious Allies had
to understand that these Jews wanted
to go nowhere but to Mandate
Palestine, to re-establish there a Jewish

state of their our.
The third challenge presented itself
in the shape of British thinking about
the preservation if not enhancement of
British influence in the post-war world.
And the view which prevailed - not
that there was much argument about it
- both in the Foreign Office and in the
Cabinet of Labour Prime Minister
Clement Attlee was that the
comerstone of British policy in the
Middle East and Asia must be the
fostering of good relations with the
Arab and Islamic worlds. That meant
that "illegal" Jewish immigration into
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Palestine had to be frustrated, no matter
what the cost.
Whether you regard this policy as
"antisemitic", or anti-Jewish, is beside
the point. In fact, as Professor Kochavi
demonstrates, many British diplomats
and other officials working in Central
Europe fully understood and even
sympathised with the plight of the
Jews. This was no more so than in
Poland. In 1945 war-ravaged Poland
was deeply divided politically between
the Communists and the majority of
the population. The Communists were
backed by Moscow, and by the
presence of the Red Army in the
country. The Polish Catholic Church

Josaph Stalin was unlj,ke Truman - no
Zionist. But he did wish
to hasten the
disintegredon Of the

Bridsh Empire, and if
bringing a Jewish state
i,hio being was part Of
the price he had to pay,
so be it. The French
government, and to a
lesser extend the Italian,
took a broadly
si,mha;r view.
backed the anti-Communist majority.
A significant number of the
Communists were Jews - or, if you
prefer, a significant number of the
surviving Jews in Poland were or said

they were Co-unist.
The Polish Catholic Church was, in
the tniest sense, thoroughly antiJewish. On 4 July 1946 a raging mob
had murdered 42 of the 250 or so Jews
who were then still living in the Polish
town of Kielce. The cause of this
pogrom was quite clearly a devout
belief in the truth of the Blood Libel specifically, in this case, the belief that
the Jews of Kielce had attempted to
kidnap a Christian boy for ritual purposes. When the British Ambassador
to Poland, Victor Cavendish-Bentinck,
asked leading Polish Catholic prelates
to denounce this home-grown
antisemitism, Bishop Bienik of Upper
Silesia declined, pointing out that it
was obvious that the Christian boy had
been tortured and that the Jews indeed

had drawn blood from his arm. An
appeal to the Vatican met with the
response that traditional antisemitism
in Poland had been deliberately exacerbated by the transfer there of half a
million Jewish Bolsheviks from the
Soviet Union.

What was true was that Stalin had
already decided to ease the passage of
Jews to Palestine from all areas of
Europe controlled by the Red Army or
which Moscow could influence. He
had taken this decision simply in order
to make life as unpleasant as possible
for the British government as the Cold
War began. Ironically, President Harry
Truman in Washington had also
decided to ease the passage of Jews to
Palestine, mainly to secure the Jewish
Vote in the upcoming 1948 American
Presidential election but partly also to
hasten the demise of the British
Empire. This was also a factor
influencing the anti-British policy of
post-war French governments, who
also connived in the clandestine
movement of Jewish refugees to
Palestine.

Here, too, Professor Kochavi seems
to me to understate an important theme
-hatred and envy of the British Empire

at the end of the Second World War.
Joseph Stalin was - unlike Truman no Zionist. But he did wish to hasten
the disintegration of the British
Empire, and if bringing a Jewish state
into being was part of the price he had
to pay, so be it. The French
government, and to a lesser extent the
Italian, took a broadly similar view. So
it was that, under the combined
influence of Washington and Moscow,
regimes on both sides of the Iron
Curtain aided and abetted illicit Jewish
migration out of Europe altogether.
The British thus found themselves in a
no-win situation. If they stopped the
migration they faced political and
moral outrage, thus strengthening the
Zionist case. And if they did nothing
the Zionists would win anyway. In
1947 Foreign Secretary Emie Bevin
admitted defeat, and handed the
"problem" over to the United Nations.

And that was how the Jewish state was
reborn.

Professor Kochavi has written an
important book. It lacks style and
elegance and at times is too
preoccupied with diplomatic detail. It
is nonetheless a formidable work of
pioneering scholarship. I enjoyed

reading it I
GEOFFREY ALDERMAN is y!.ae-Presj.de#/,
American Inter-Continental University , London.
He is the author Of Modern British le:wry (2nd
edn, Oxford University Press, 1998).
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Street Scene by Firmin Rocker

THEY CAME, THEY SAW, THEY PAINTED
Aubrey Rose
hosting an unusual and
fascinating exhibition,
reflectTIIE STERNBERG
CENTRE
IS
ing the talent, some as yet unrecognised,
that blossomed within Jewish communities in the 20th century.

The exhibition runs from 8th May 6th July 2003 and is a poignant
reminder of how an appreciation of art
and artistic talent is often nurtured
through the family and spreads and
touches different generations.
The inspiration for the exhibition
came from Jadka Hersz (Henry)
Altman, born in Poland in 1913. In
2001, 88 years later, an exhibition of
his paintings was held in Barbados,
where he has lived since 1932. Henry
is a self-taught painter, whose work
over 70 years had never fully been
exhibited. He, in turn, inspired his son
and grandchildren, and gifted
daughter-in-law Rachelle, to paint.
At the heart of the exhibits are
creative men and women, part of the
movement of Jews from country to
country over the last century, the
"century of refugees", as Rabbi Hugo
Gryn once called it. Here is a tiny
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cross-section of the often uncelebrated
and unsung who responded to their
unique experience though art.
That we are a musical people is only
too evident. That we are a literary
people goes without saying. That we
are an artistic people is also true. But,
the burst of creativity only really
blossomed

in

the

19th

and

20th

centuries, as opportunities expanded.
A host of names roll off the lips,
Pissarro, Chagall, Mane Katz; Soutine,
Gertler, and so many in modem Israel.
Sadly some died in their twenties, the
soulful poet Isaac Rosenberg, the
incredible genius Mauryey Gottlieb.
Now, at every level Jews are busy
creating, painting, photographing,
sculpting. This exhibition offers a
glimpse of some of that creativity. A

few of the artists are already known,
some are merely celebrated within the
family, awaiting a wider audience.
On display are works by Fermin
Rocker, Roman Halter and Harry
Blacker - all well known. Rocker, son
of the Catholic-born East End Jewish
Radical, Rudolph Rocker, was 90
before his work was widely

acknowledged. Blacker was a superb
cartoonist, humorist and lithographer.
Halter's stained glass windows are
radiant.
Laelia Goehr was one of this
country's finest photographers. She
once said that Rabbi Leo Baeck was
the most saintly of her subjects. She
married Henry Frankowski when both
were in their 80's. Examples of their
work are on view, as is that of George
Him, a Johnsonian figure who taught
art and created wonderful children's
illustrations.
Bernard Glassman, industrialist,

farmer, inventor and self taught artist
inspired creativity in his family and his
work is displayed alongside the
startling abstracts of his grandson,
David, and the tapestries of his
daughter Sheila.
Marek Zulawski, non-Jewish, noted
in the Avenue of the Righteous in
Jerusalem for his family's help to Jews
at the time of the Holocaust, was a
leading art correspondent and BBC
broadcaster, whose works adorn many
museums.
continued on page 24
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Left: Barbados Scene
by Rachelle Altman
Below: Steitl Scene

by Henryk Frankowski
Bottom: Farm Workers Lithograph by Harry Blacker
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Carrying Scroll by Harry Blacker

Ballet Dancers
by Henryk Frankowske

Glassman and Blacker may have
been born in Grimsby and London's
East End respectively, but their parents
arrived from East Europe. Laelia Goehr
fled from Kiev to Berlin and then to
London. Frankowski came from
Poland to England via Siberia and
Canada. Altman crossed the Atlantic,
Zulawski travelled from Poland via
Italy, George Him from Hungary.
Rocker's father settled here from
America. Roman Halter survived the
Holocaust.
Many Jews, many countries, one
century, yet all fmally found refuge in
Britain, to live and to create in peace
and freedom. This exhibition is a
tribute to them, as well as to the
unquenchable creative spirit that is part
of our Jewish story I
AUBREY ROSE, CJ}.E., Hon LLD., F.R.SA
is a Solicitor, f;ormer Senior Vice-President Of
the Board Of Deputies and Commissioner and
Deputy Cha:irman Of the Commtission for pecial
Equality. He is the author Of several books.
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COMMERCIAL PROPERTY CONSULTANTS

Friendly Confidential service.

Personal interview
Do contact us.
Send a stamped addressed envelope
to:Ruth Green, Mazal Toy
28 St |ohn's Wood Road
London NW8 7HA

020 7409 0771
26 Conduit Street, London WIR 9TA

020-7289 859 I

E-mail: mazaltov@ulps.org

QUEEN ANI`m's BouNTy
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Arme in 1704 for
thereliefofthepoorerclergyoftheCburchofEnglandwasmergedwiththe
Ecclesiastical Commission in 1948 to form the Church Commissioners.
But the street which proudly bears her name lives on, vigorously.
There are accountants, architects, solicitors, and surveyors all practising their professions,
all anxious to serve their clients and to maintain the high standards which have come to be associated
with this well-preserved, dignified part of Georgian London.
We have practised here since 1951, offering clients business management, investment guidance
and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and the calls for our professional help increase,
reflecting the fiscal and commercial complexities of the times:
but the results remain mutually rewarding.

LEWIS GOLDEN & CO
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS AND REGISTERED AUDITORS

40 Queen Anne Street, London WIG 9EL
Telephone: 020 7580 7313 Fax: 020 7580 2179

Email: fca@lewis-golden.co.uk
NEIL BENSON FCA ANDREW MOSS FCA DAVID EDWARDS ACA
GRAHAM KINCH STUART WEBBER ACA ATII KEITH MITCHELL ACCA
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I first heard of the Anthony Nolan
Trust when, in synagogue for Rosfe
Hczsfecz7£czfe, I found a leaflet on my seat

advertising clinics to find a bone

I SET OUT
TO SAVE A LIFE
Nadia Stock
Nedia Stock joined the "Marrow"
group to recruit bone marrow
donors because it seemed a
worthwhile cause. Now she has a
more personal reason.
ARROW IS A STUDENTrun clinic that aims to give
every student the chance to
join the Anthony Nolan register.
Students fill in a medical questionnaire,
and we counsel them so that they understand what is involved in bone
marrowdonation.Asmallbloodsample
is then talten to send off to the Authony
Nolan Trust's headquarters in London
for tissue typing.
Once a person has joined the register
they may stay on it for many years.
The age range of recruits taken onto

M

the register is 18-40 or 43 for ethnic
minorities. Once on it, one may stay on
until 60 if in good health. The actual
chance of being called upon to donate

marrow is slim, but those that do may
save somebody's life. The procedure
to remove bone marrow from the pelvic
bones is done under general anaesthetic
but is quick and simple. A degree of
back pain may be experienced for up to
a week to ten days afterwards, but there
should be no long term consequences
for the donor. They may be required to
spend two nights in hospital in London,
travel expenses are paid. A newer
technique where blood stem cells are
collected by apheresis, needles in both
arms and no anaesthetic required is
increasingly being used as an
alternative way of donating stem cells.
With this method, no overnight stay in
hospital is necessary.
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marrow donor for a student with
leukaemia. I recognised the face
instantly, Karen Morris. She had been
my leader on RSY-Netzer summer
camps several times, but it was only
then that I first heard of her illness. A
medical student friend of Karen's
wanted to do something practical to
help her. From initially running one
single recruitment clinic he realised the
potential of such a project and Marrow
was born. There are now Marrow
groups at nearly all the medical schools
in the country. At the time that Karen
became ill, I was too young to join the
register. When I started at Newcastle
Medical School in the year 2000 and
heard of Marrow I knew I wanted to
get involved. I joined the register,
trained as a counsellor, and assisted at
my first clinic in October 2001.

Roughly eight months later I was
still trying to juggle my usual 101 extra
curricular activities along with my
degree, but was feeling increasingly
tired and unable to keep up. I had even
resorted to taking afternoon naps.
When I complained to friends they
tried to convince me that this was
perfectly normal student behaviour.
But I had not taken a nap since I was
two; and I knew something was not
right. I put off going to my General
Practitioner for several weeks, telling
myself I was far too busy to be ill, but a
breathless weekend in Scotland with
the Medical Wildemess Society fmally
pushed me to consult. My G.P. took a
blood test and I phoned to get the
results a week later. Within days I had
been referred to the haematology unit
and had my first bone marrow aspirate
taken. I was diagnosed with Aplastic

anaemia, or bone marrow failure.
Aplastic anaemia is a very rare bone
marrow disorder in which the body is
no longer able to make any blood cells.
The lack of white blood cells leaves
me at high risk of infections. A
decreased number of red cells leads to
tiredness and breathlessness. An
insufficiency of platelets means my
blood is unable to clot, leading to
bruising and bleeding gums.
I got through my end of second year
exams two weeks later on a cocktail of
blood and platelet transfusions and
high doses of caffeine. It was hard to
convince myself that I was ill, as aside
from the lethargy and bruising I felt
quite healthy. My younger brother and
sisterweretissuetypedtoseeiflwould
be able to have a bone marrow
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transplant from one of them, but neither
proved to be a match. Option two was
chemotherapy. I had my first course at
Newcastle's Royal Victoria Infrmary
in August 2002. This proved
unsuccessful and I had my second dose
in early January. If it does not work
this time, an unrelated marrow
transplant will be my only option. I am
conscious of the problems of underrepresentation of ethnic minorities on
the register. The best match for`me will
almost certainly turn out to be someone
from a Jewish background. This means
that the chance of my finding a good
match is substantially decreased. Of
the331,000peopleontheregister,only
7,136areJewish.MarrowandAnthony
Nolan are working hard to remedy this,
but it is something the optimist in me
prevents my dwelling on too much.
I am doing an intercalated BSc in
pharmacology this year. This was a
compromise to allow me to stay at
university yet be removed from
patients who would be likely to pass on
their illnesses to me with my deficient
immune system. I have blood and
platelet transfusions every week or so
and my progress is monitored.
Hopefully by the time next September
comes around I will be able to continue
into the next stage of medical school
but it will be a while before I will know

if this is possible.
On October 6th, six weeks after the

first chemotherapy, I completed my
third Great North Run half marathon in
just over 2 hours 20 minutes. I was told
more than once that I was mad to be
attempting it. As I had decided to run
for Marrow before I had been
diagnosed, the chemotherapy was not
going to stop me. My stubbornness
paid off. Although it took me longer
than usual to run the distance, I raised
over £4000 to be split between
`Leukaemia Research' and `Marrow'.

I still volunteer frequently at Marrow
clinics. It helps me feel that I am doing
somethingpositivenotonlyformyself,
but for the many other patients that I
meet. I have already applied for next
year's rm.
This year I attended my first
Limmud conference in Nottingham.
Along with a team of other counsellors
and phlebotomists we ran a very
successful Marrow clinic, adding 44
new people to the register. For our part,
we enjoyed nmning the clinic and the
people who came along were all
positive and enthusiastic about us
being there. Further recruitment
sessions are being planned for various
synagogues across the country over the
coming months, and more information
about joining the register can be found

at www.anthonynolan.com.
I have been told that I am an
inspiration, but I am just getting on
with my `normal' life as best I can. I do
not want to be just another `sob story'.
There have been so many positives to
come out of this. I have had letters,
emails and phone calls from friends I
had lost touch with, and made many
new friends. I have also become even
more
involved with Marrow.
Fundraising for the Great North Run
combined with stories I heard at the

Marrow AGM have shown me what a
difference the `personal angle' makes
to recruiting both people and money.
For this reason I feel I should tell my
story to raise awareness of the
charities' work. Whether I end up
needing a transplant or not, there will
always be people that do. Saving a life
must be the greatest achievement
another person can do with theirs. As
Judaism teaches: `A person who saves
a single life, it is as if they have saved
the whole world'.
Marrow aims to give all students that
chance just by joining the register.
How many people can say they help
save lives in their spare time? .
NADIA STOCK I.5 22 cr#d a Sf"de#f clf
Newcastle University. Her mother, Lisa, is Vice
Chair If RSGB.
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ANSWERS
PLEASE

the Hebrew language.
Towards the end of the century
Frankel' s ideas caught on in the United
States and contributed to the emergence of what there became known as
Conservative Judaism. This appealed
especially to the new immigrants from

Eastern Europe, who found Reform

John Rayner

the influence of four giants of Jewish
learning who flourished in Germany in
the immediate post-Napoleonic era.
RIght-wing or Ultra-Orthodoxy goes
back to the Chatam Sofer - Moses
Schreiber, 1762-1839, -whose outlook

may be inferred from his maxim,
chadash asur min ha-torah, that `arrything new is forbidden by the Torch'.
Centrist or Modern Orthodoxy goes
back to Samson Raphael Hirsch, of
1808-88, with his slogan, forczfe z.77€

derecfe erefz - Avot 2:2, which he
interpreted to mean that both Jewish
tradition and modem European culture
are to be affirmed, but in parallel,
without any significant interaction
between them.
Refomi or Liberal or Progressive
Judaism goes back to Abraham Geiger
1810-74, who held that the new age
required a comprehensive reexamination of the history of Judaism,
leading to a pro-active programme of
reconstruction.
The other stream, which is the one
that concerns us, goes back to
Zacharias Frankel 1801-75 who advocated a position, intermediate between
Modern Orthodoxy and Reform, which
he called `positive-historical'.
According to Frankel, Judaism is
indeed the product of a long process of
historical development, and it is
therefore in principle permissible to
modify it further, but this must be done
only with the greatest caution and in
harmony with the historical flow of
Judaism itself. Along with this makehaste-slowly philosopby, Frankel
emphasised the national dinension of
Jewish existence and the importance of
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Judaism too Americanised. It resulted
in the creation of three powerful
institutions: the New York Jewish
Theological Seminary, re-founded in
1902 with Solomon Schechter as
Principal, the United Synagogue of
America, established in 1913, and the
Rabbinical Assembly of America,
incorporated in 1929.
In 1962 the Rabbinical Assembly
formed an International Association of
Conservative Rabbis. Soon after that
about half a dozen British rabbis, who
sympathised with its outlook, became
members of it, and formed themselves
into what they called the Masorati
Society. When one of them tried to
persuade me to join as well, I declined
but politely pointed out that in Hebrew
there is no such word as "czsor¢fz.,
which is the name of an Italian racing
car. They then changed the name to
Masorti, which is the correct Hebrew
word for `Traditional'.
Since then no fewer than ten
congregations, broadly corresponding
to America' s Conservative movement,
have sprung up in London and the

provinces, with a total membership of
about 2,500 persons. They are united
in the Assembly of Masorti
Synagogues, established in 1985, and
it seems likely that they will continue
to grow in number and influence.
Their success is to be attributed to
four causes. First, they have filled a
vacuum created by the shrinkage of the
United Synagogue as well as its ideological lurch from centre to right.
Secondly, they have in Rabbi Dr Louis
Jacobs a religious leader of phenomenal learning. Thirdly, they have
acquired some able younger rabbis,
including Rabbi Jonathan Wittenberg,
who by his spirituality has drawn a
large congregation to his New North
London Synagogue. Fourth, they have
succeeded in attracting a predominantly young, keen, intelligent and
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the ethos of the Movement rather than
a systematic and detailed account of its
teachings and practices.
The ethos is pleasingly undogmatic
and acceptant of diversity. Thus the
pamphlet speaks of `the inevitability of
doubt and uncertainty' and makes the
point that `our spiritual life is less about
certainty and arrival than about

questing and questioning, leaning and

knowledgeable membership.
The growth of the movement soon
aroused hostility among those who felt
threatened by it. In 1995, in an article
in the Orthodox Jewz.sfe rrz.Z7zt7ze, Chief

Rabbi Dr Jonathan Sacks launched a
vicious attack against it, accusing it of
lacking integrity. This, in turn, forced
the movement to defend itself and to
clarify its ideology.
Such a clarification has now been

published in the form of a sixteen-page
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pamphlet written by Rabbi Jonathan
Wittenberg `in full co-operation' with
his colleagues.
Unfortunately, there is a glaring
discrepancy on the front cover, where
the Hebrew title reads dercz4%ez.#af, ` our
ways', but its transliteration, dczr4e7z",

means `our way'. Evidently, the
singular was intended, as the subtitle,
TheMasortiVision,see"stoconfrmi:iri:n.
More disappointingly, it turns out to
be a vague and general description of

searching'. It even goes so far as to say
that the diversity of the Jewish
colrmunity is to be considered `positive
and creative', that `no one path in
Judaism can lay sole claim to
authenticity', and that `we must all work
together across the streams of Judaism' .
These sentiments will appeal to what
remains of the urbane tolerance which
once characterised the United Synagogue. In Progressive Judaism they
have long been taken for granted. Some
of the quoted phrases could have been
taken straight out of the writings of
Claude G. Montefiore.
What makes the Masorti movement
distinctive is that it combines its
refreshing openness to modemity with
a seemingly unqualified commitment
to Jewish tradition. How does it perform this balancing act? The short
answer is: by failing to face squarely,
or to think through thoroughly, the controversial issues. More generally, it
does so by taking refuge in generalities
and disdaining to go into details, seemingly unaware that a generalisation
stands or falls by the particulars it comprehensively asserts.
For instance, the pamphlet acknowledges that `the Torah came into being
over a significant period of time' - a
coy concession that modem Bible
scholarship, which has demonstrated
that the `significant' period in question
was little short of a thousand years, is
not to be dismissed. To that extent the
movement, unsulprisingly, endorses
the stand taken by its spiritual mentor,
Rabbi Dr Louis Jacobs, in the controversy he sparked half a century ago
with his book, We fJczi/e jteczso7€ ro
Believe.

But as Claude Montefiore showed
as long ago as 1892, and as other
exponents of progressive Judaism have

continued on next page
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does not tell us which, or why `may'
rather than `do', and why only

repeatedly pointed out - see, for
instance, my pamphlet F"#c7czme73fcz/I.s7„, published by the ULPS in 1992,

the crucial question is not chronological but qualitative. How reliable are
the historical, religious and ethical
assertions of the numerous transmitters of traditions, writers and editors
who contributed to the fmal text of the
Pentateuch?
When Rabbi Wittenberg writes, `the
narratives and laws of the Torah are of
profound and inexhaustible significanoe for Judaism', the question that
cries out to be asked is: `What, cz/J of

them?'
How about the statement that `the
sons of Ham were Cush and Mizraim,
Phut and Canaan' (Gen. 10:6)? Or the
information that Moses was angry
when the people failed to caITy out to
the letter God's command to kill every
Midianite man and woman (Num. 31)?
Or the assertion that the correct way to
deal with pagan religion is to
exterminate its practitioners (Deut. 7)?
Or the ritual of the scapegoat (Lev.
16)? Or the Ordeal of Jealousy (Num.
5)? Or the irmumerable regulations of
the sacrificial cult? How are all these
`of profound and inexhaustible

significance for Judaism'?
To question the enduring significance of such narratives and laws is
not to deny that it is sometimes instructive to investigate what relevance
Jewish tradition has nevertheless
managed to squeeze out of them. The
value of textual study, much stressed
in this pamphlet, is a commendable
feature of the Masorti movement. All
the more surprising are the occasional
inaccuracies. For instance, the word for
`partnership study' is not cfeevr#/cz but

chavruta., gemilut hesed is riot a.rLorfuer
teri:A For gemilut hasadim but has a
more restricted meaning. As these
examples show, the transliterations are
inconsistent. But surely there is a case
for selectivity in the study of Jewish
sources.
More serious is the movement's
virtually unqualified `commitment to

Halachah' and acknowledgement of
`the authority of Jewish law'. The
obvious question is: Why? How can a
legal system based on so many antiquated notions as partially illustrated
above be scz7zs pferczse authoritative for

post-Enlightenment Judaism? The
pamphlet does indeed admit that `we
cannot know God's will to the full' and
that `some views we cannot uphold
today', but fails to inform us which
these are. Likewise it concedes that
`established laws and customs may

require fresh exploration', but again
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`exploration'?

Their success is to be
attributed to f;our
causes. First, they

have filled a vacuum
areated by the
shrinkage Of the
Urated Synagogue as
well as its ideologivcal

lurch from centre to
righi. Secondly, they
have in Rabbi Dr
Louts Jacobs a
rdigious leader Of

phenomenal learring.
Thirdly, they have
acquired some able
younger rabbis ,
including Rabbi
Jonathan Wittenberg,
who by his
spirituality has drown
a large congregedon
to his New North
London Synagogue.
Fourth, they have
succeeded in

attracting a
predondnantly young,
keen, intelligent and
knowledgeable
membership.

The pamphlet is especially weak on
the roles of the sexes. On the one hand

it affrms `the importance of offering
full opportunities to men and women
in all areas of Jewish life' . On the other
hand, the movement is said to be
`inclusive of egalitarian and nonegalitarian services '.
In 1995 Rabbi Wittenberg stated in

the Jewish Chronicle.. `We in the
Masorti movement do not conduct
marriages forbidden under Jewish
law.' I wrote to him at the time:
`PresunablyyoumeantthatJe-sfeevczcfo

[to your movement's credit]. To my
mind it is, rather, /z.-g'73t/f [to its

discredit].' And I went on to explain
that if, for instance, they refused to
marry a cofee73 to a divorcee, I would

regard that as a contravention rather
than a fulfilment of the Divine Will.
Finally, the pamphlet says, `We
believe in the spiritual power of the
traditional liturgy' , which, once again,
prompts the question: `What, cz// of it?'
How about the prayers for the
restoration of the Temple, which is one
of its major themes? Are these recited
at Masorti services?
The Reformers have been working
on the traditional liturgy for 200 years,
preserving what remains valid,
modifying what needs to be modified,
and supplementing both with an
abundance of novel inspirational
material. Does the Masorti movement
make use of their pioneering work? Is
it planning to produce its own liturgy?
Since the pamphlet remarks, `We seek
to be open to the new as well as the
old', surely it should.

The relatively recent emergence of
the Masorti movement in this country
is a welcome development. It has
already done much for greater
intellectuality, spirituality and civility
in Anglo-Jewry. But it has not yet got
to grips with the full implications of
Enlightenment values for Jewish
thought and practice. When it does so,
I find it hard to believe that it will not
come to conclusions similar to those of
Progressive Judaism. To that extent, it
seems a pity that it will need to `reinvent the wheel' . But no doubt it will
make its own discoveries and
contributions along the way, as it has
indeed begun to do. I wish it well .
RABBI J0IIN D RAYNER I.s ffee Presz.de7!f a/
the Union of Liberal and Progressive
Synagogues, Rabbi Emeritus of the Liberal
Jewish Synagogue, St Jolun's Wood, London and
one Of Progressive Jewry's most distinguished
scholars.
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needs, Kabbalah is being packaged to
suit these times. But the thrill of
privileged access to ideas previously
shrouded in secrecy can make the
seeker unduly susceptible to bogus
claims and spurious insights. Popular
presentations of Kabbalah can be a
glamorous self-deluding cover for
ersatz and superficial panaceas offering`self-awareness',`self-realization',
` self-fulfilment' : fraudulent nonsense

i/VIIAT MADONNA NEEDS
TO KNOW ABOUT KABBALAH

which seduces you into a cosy glow of
self-absorption. Self-discovery in
bite-sized, pre-packaged globules of
self-serving `wisdom'. `Finding oneself' as a modish disguise for
selfishness.

Howard Cooper
Hhyeh: A Kabbalah for Tomorrow
by Vermont, Arthur Green,
Jewish Lights Publishing, 2003.
PP192, $21.95118.
ISBN: 1-58023-125-X

or so, for UK inburbanites and
Hollywood
alike, it
0VER TIIE LASTcelebrities
TEN YEARS
has become increasingly fashionable to
parade one's spiritual credentials.
Richard Gere is a well-known devotee
of the Dalai Lama, Cherie Blair has
been much mocked for sporting a
crystal pendant and following the
advice of a variety of Now Age practitioners, and Madonna has engaged in a
highly visible flirtation with Kabbalah.
Her latest video shows her entwined in
the leather straps of fe¢//I.73, making
manifest the usually-hidden unconscious erotic dimension of spiritual
practices.

What is going on? Are these just examples of our contemporary culture's
D.I.Y. approach to spirituality: spirituality-`lite' for the Me generation?
Designer spirituality to accompany the
4-wheel drives, the skiing trips and the
health clubs? Lifestyle spirituality with
Kabbalah as the Amani of spiritual
pursuits? How is it that the Jewish
mystical tradition has become the
must-have spiritual accessory for
today' s seeker after truth? For although
yoga and Zen are still popular,
Kabbalah has become a firm favourite
in the search for so-called enlightenment.
Kabbalah is the Arsenal of spiritual
disciplines. Thrilling, exotic, exuding
an aura of success, inspiring its
followers, it has transformed its
previously dour reputation. On both
sides of the Atlantic, audiences pack
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into
meeting-halls,
synagogues,
seminar rooms in search of Jewish
mysticism's
answers
to
life's

questions. Many of these seekers are
not Jewish. But one's background does
not seem to be any bar to imbibing the
formerly esoteric wisdom now on offer
in the spiritual marketplace. The
postmodemist ethos of mix'n'match
means that the Kabbalah is now freely
available to anyone in search of
something to set against the loss of a
sense of community and the loss of
sustaining values in Western societies.
This is a far cry from the tradition
with which I grew up. I learnt that the
Kabbalah - the Jewish mystical
tradition in all its variegated richness could be studied only by married men
over the age of forty. This ancient
hidden wisdom was to be revealed
solely to select male individuals
through a process of individual oral
transmission from teacher to student.
Maturity of years and the solidity of
family life were the prerequisites for
advanced exploration into the
mysteries of the universe. Such
restrictions were paternalistic and often
patriarchal. One might hope that ideas
about a spiritual dimension to everyday
life can be available and accessible to
all - regardless of age, gender, status.

The problem is that what was once
integrated into a devotional life has
now become a substitute for it.
In a culture of endless trivialisation
dominated by a consumerist ethos
which values instant satisfaction of

The spiritual practices of Kabbalah
are not an alternative to a life of ethical
reflectiveness. Nor are they a substitute for failures in emotional
relatedness. Although Kabbalah can
help us engage more fully with life, it
does not provide comprehensive answers to questions about the meaning or
purpose of one's life. Although it may
help us refine our sensitivity to the
mystery, the contingency, the sheer
strangeness of our being - and our
being here at this time and in this place
- it is not an end in itself.

In a culture Of
endless trivialisation
dominated by a
consunerist ethos
which values instant
satisf action Of needs ,
Kabbalah is being
pachaged to sul,t
these times.
The Kabbalah teaches that spirituality involves service, becoming more
human so that through the gateway of
the everyday world we can recognise
the interconnectedness of all being, and
thereby recognise that the world awaits
us, needs us. `You can mend the cosmos by any action you choose to do...'
(Isaac Luria, 1534-1572). If develop-

ing one's spiritual sensitivity does not
lead to a development in one's awareness of the needs of others, the needs

of the world, then the common critique
of spirituality - that it can be self-centred and self-serving - is proved
correct.
As Arthur Green tells us in his lucid

and luminous new volume on
Kabbalah - `Ekyefe: A Kabbalah for
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Tomorrow' - more books have been
published on Kabbalah and Jewish
meditation in the last decade than in
the previous millenniuni. But to anyone interested in exploring the topic,
his is the one I would recommend. As a
rabbi, historian of Jewish mysticism,
and professor of Judaic thought, he is
uniquely qualified to write about
Kabbalah in a way that combines
intellectual integrity and emotional
thoughtfulness. Unlike many books
and courses on Kabbalah, his work is
thoroughly grounded in his reading of
the primary texts in the original
Hebrew and Aramaic. He knows this
material from the inside.
But his gift is not only his capacity
to `translate' the esoteric ideas of the
mystical tradition into a language
which is accessible to all, but to link
these ideas to an open-minded and
open-hearted approach to Jewish
traditional practices, prayers and texts.
And to show how contemporary
ethico-political issues such as environmentalism are integrally related to the
underlying ethos of Jewish mysticism.
And furthemiore, and cmcially: to

What can the Kabbalah offer to
assist our spiritual journeys? The
Kabbalists of old believed they had
access to a kind of multi-dimensional
map of consciousness, maps of
knowledge which helped join up our
inner life with the life of the world.
Our being with the being of the
universe. They inagined a tree, which
was a ladder, which was a human body.
They pictured energy flowing up and
down, from the roots in the ground to
the tops of the branches, from the earth
to the heavens, from the soles of our
feet to the crowns of our head and back
again. Energy flowing through and
down, from the heights to the depths,
from above to below, from the infhite
to the here-and-now and back again. A
constant movement of being. Our
being. The being of the universe. Our
being in the universe. The universe
being in us.
Like the Hindu concept of the

recognise

#ow

cfecz4rcrs, the Kabbalistic map had

pos/772oc7er7%.srg. Modern Jews apart

energy centres. Ten s'e¢rof, emanations, centres of psychic gravity, which
one could reflect upon to enter into
paradise. Paradise: what life presents
to you moment by moment. This `Tree

that

we

czre

cz//

from an ultra-Orthodox minority, are
bound up in a fundamental shift in
human consciousness which sees that
no one grand narrative which explains
`how things are' can any longer clain
the status of absolute truth. No one
religious, philosophical, scientific,
artistic, social or cultural theory can
provide some overarching `Truth'
about life. Truth with a capital `T' and
Kabbalah in the past claimed to be one
such system of `Tmth', has been dethroned. And we are left, fragile and
fallible human beings that we are, with
the insecurity and dizzying freedom of
searching for stories that can make
sense of our world, but stories that are
provisional, open-ended, self-assem-

bled - rather than given to us or
imposed on us to be swallowed down
whole by gods on high or secular powers below.
In this modem condition in which
we find ourselves, we do not have to
discard or abandon the past. On the
contrary, argues Art Green, `We seek
to be richly nurtured by the past, but
not to return to it or restore its
unquestioned authority' a.17). This is
the crz. cJe coea" of a religious

sustaining riches. It does indeed
suggest that without that living
dialogue with the wisdom of the past,
our lives in the future will be
immeasurably impoverished.

of Life' -cast in the fomi of the hunran
body, which represents a map of all
human being, which reflects a map of

down to disguise the radical discontinuity between the conventional
religious picture of the divine and the
human existing in separate realms, and
Kabbalah's provocative claim that
ei/eryffez.72g i.s God. By whting in an

unpretentious and conversational style
he manages to convey ideas of great
complexity and spiritual depth in a way
which
engages
the
reader's
imagination and heart, yet without
sacrificing the intellectual challenge
needed to wrestle with the profoundly
unconventional notions that the
Kabbalah teaches.
The key which helps hin open up
this Kabbalistic world is in the book's
title. Ekyefe means `1 shall be'. It's the

enigmatic response given to Moses
when he asks God for His name. `1
shall be what I shall be' ekyefe czs%er

ekye%, is God's mysterious reply. And
then, as if suddenly amused by His
own revealing-concealing verbal
deftness, God says to Moses, in effect:

"OK, you want to have a name to give
to the children of Israel so that they'll
recognise me and know that you're
speaking in my name? Try this one:
`Tell them that J sfeczJ/ 6e sent you'

(Exodus 3:14). Let's see what they

make of that!".

And what we have made of that,

Popular presentations Of
Kabbalah ccm be a

glamorous self :deluding
carver f;or ersatz and

superf ictal panaceas
of fering ` serf awareness ' ,
` self :redization' , ` self
fulf rlment ' : f rcnd;ulent
nonsense which seduces
you into a cosy glow Of
self :absorption. Self :
discovery in bite-sized,

pre-packaged globules Of

postmodernist and his text is an
exemplary demonstration of how to
write a book on spirituality which is

self =serving `wisdom'.

fully cognisant of our modern
emotional and social realities and yet
which mines the past for its still-

modish disguise f ;or
selfishness.
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all divine being - traced sacred pathways between the se¢rof.
Arthur Green's explication of these
themes is both masterful and sensitive.
He does not dilute the strangeness of
the Kabbalistic vision, nor water it

`Finding oneself ' as a

over the generations, has resulted in
the Jewish mystical tradition. For if
God is Being, is that-which-opens-outinto-the-future moment by moment, if
God is something active, is the process
of activity itself, if God z.s cz verb cz7!d

#of cr #o#7!, then we are in a strange,
unsettling landscape: imlnersed in the

divine, suffused by divinity, and yet
somehow always seeking it somewhere
else, just over the horizon.
For those drawn to developing their
spiritual life within a symbolic system
attuned to how divinity is eternally
present - but dependent upon our
attentive reflectiveness and activity for
it to become fully manifest - Kabbalah
is, as it were, heaven sent. But a word
of warning. Merely reczc7z.ng books on

Kabbalah are the spiritual equivalent
of trying to eat a cookery book when

one is hungry I
RABBI HOWARD C00PER z.a a psycfeocz#czlytic psychotherapist in private practice and the
azjffeor o/ `The Alphabet of Paradise: An A-Z of
Spirituality for Everyday Life ' @czr/o#, £ong77za77
& Todd, 2002). He runs `Exploring Spiritwality'

groups at Finchley Rofbrm Synagogue.
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I STOPPED ON THE GOLAN
DURING MY LONG TRIP HOME
Mira Sasic
In February Of this year Natalija Sasic sang the sidra at her Bat Mitavah with exqwis_ite beauty and opvious l?ve.
After she had gon6 d;own from the Bimah, her mother Mira gave the following addrf5s wh}fh is a movt^ng tribute to .tfae in.embers
and rabii Of the N;rth Western Reform Synagogue, Alyth Gardens and a hunbling illustration Of courage and loyalty.

know I was a Jewess. I have lived
of my
life inI two
FOR most
MANY
YEARS
DIDatheist
NOT
countries where the only religion was
Marxism and the only gods were the
leaderswhoruledovertheirpeopleuntil
death did them part. I grew up in a house

with a menorah in the living room,
acquiredbymygreatgrandfather.Tome
it was just a big candelabrum. But I
always wondered why the tombstones
over my ancestors' graves had no
symbols on them while the surounding
graves were adorned by crosses and

communist stars.
My journey towards Judaism was a
long one, full of secrets, painful
discoveries and rejection. When I told
my family back in the Balkans how I
felt a special cormection with Jewish
people and Israel - they were always

Bat Mitzvch rehearsal -NWRS, Alyth Gardens, with Rabbi Charles Emanuel
pro-Jewish and pro-Israeli - I was
warned that it was very dangerous to
be a Jew. "If our ancestors hadn't been
christened we would not be alive," I
was told. "You are putting in danger
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not just your child and yourself, but
your future grandchildren, too." But I
refuse to believe that the future of our
children will be as dark as our
ancestors' past and I cannot deny who

Ian.
My great grandfather was christened
when he was a boy. Later, he wanted to
marry a Jewish girl whom he loved and
have a Jewish family again, but this
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was unacceptable to the Orthodox
community at the begirming of last
century. Instead he married someone
else and became a young widower
when his daughter, my grandmother
was just seven. During World War 11,
already in his 60s, he tried to save his
first love but instead he watched her
drown in the river Danube with
hundreds of Jews. ``1 should have been
there with my people", he allegedly
said to my grandmother who was
terrified by the thought that she had
Jewish blood.

It took me ten years to find out what
I've just told you in a minute. I was
forever collecting tiny bits of
information here and there. It seemed
like a puzzle to me and I still do not
have all the pieces. And I may never
have. I remember my mother telling
me about one of the last conversations
shehadwithhergrandfatheratthetime
when he did not recognise anyone but
her. She told him how she had dreamt
about having a girl whom she was
going to name Miljana. "Mijana is
Miriam in Hebrew", my great
grandfather had said. A year later I was
born. I also remember how my
grandmother, who was an atheist, told
me `a legend', her word, about a Jew
by the name of Moshe who received

On ray way back
towards Judaism I
was told `not
everyone will
recognise you as a
Jew.' I understand

that, but I do not
think it is
inportant. Firstly, I
do feel like a long
lost relative who
has finally come
back to the f ;arndy.

My husband Predrag, Natalija and I
went to Israel in the year 2000. We
visited many sites and tourist
attractions. But the feeling I got on the
Golan Heights where the whole of
Israel lay before me, on the top of
Masada and by the Western Wall in
Jerusalem could hardly be described. I
experienced an astonishing, warm
feeling of being at home. Nobody can
take that feeling away from me. Being
there I recalled how various Jewish
people and Israel had always been a
part of my life, one way or another.
We live in unsettled times. My
daughter and I spent last Pesach with
the Jewish community in Belgrade. We
were stopped by security and had to
show identity papers before entering
the site of the synagogue which is
behind a high brick wall. I understood
later that this small and peaceful
community was often under attack
from all sorts of extremists including
those from the Middle East.
I saw copies of "The Protocols of
the Elders of Zion", that monstrous
anti-Semitic fabrication being reprinted not just in the Middle East but
in some Eastern European countries
and spread around places where the
number of Jews is insignificant. I have
seen some even here in Britain.

.:i:T='I--.€¥`fel

At the Western Wall -May 2000
ten comlnandments from God. ``If you
live by these commandments you'1l be
a good person", were her words.
At one point I desperately tried to
find out how much Jewish blood we

had. Then my daughter who was about
ten at the tinie said: "I don't need to
know that. Even if I've only got a drop
that is enough to make my whole blood
Jewish.„

After September llth, I heard some
highly educated people blaming us for
the tragedy in New York. They also
tried to explain to me how we
continued ori riext page
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organised the Holocaust ourselves with
the help of Nazis in order to clean our
nation from the disabled, sick, wealc
and those who were not intelligent
enough. The hatred I felt for these
people who pathologically hate us was
so deep that it becalne unbearable. So I
decided to transfomi that hatred into a
love for Judaism. I found the nearest
synagogue and came here to the North
Western Refomi Synagogue, Alyth
Gardens. Amazingly I get the same
warm feeling here that I discovered in
Israel.

On my way back towards Judaism I
was told `not everyone will recognise
you as a Jew.' I understand that, but I
do not think it is important. Firstly, I
do feel like a long lost relative who has
finally come back to the family.
Naturally, you cannot expect everyone
to rush to give me a hug. Some may
think `where have you been all this
time?' On the other hand, one does not
need their permission to light Shabbat
candles and celebrate our festivals or
to take part in the events that promote
Israel in a true light or to help Jewish
charities. No one needed permission or
recognition to be in Trafalgar Square
to support Israel on 6th May last year
and nobody can take away how you
feel while watching the tragic scenes
from Israel and listening to the horrific
stories of the people who live there.
When Ilan Ramon, Israel's space
explorer, died on the way back to earth,
I felt I had lost someone close and

fepd°ioan:ot:fi::.¥[eo#::Lfjfe¥i:

`something good comes out of every

tragedy' . I could not see that at first but
soon I realised how Israeli, American,
European and other Jews were deeply
united in their grief. I'd like to quote
one of Ilan's last messages from space:
"I call upon every Jewi in the world to

plant a tree in the land of Israel during
the coming year. I would like to see at
least 13-14 million new trees planted

VIe visited many sites

and tourist attractions.
But the feeling I got
on the Golan Heights
where the whole Of
Israel lay bofore me,
on the top Of Masada
and by the
Wiestern Wlall in

Jerusalem could
hardly be desoribed.
I experienced an
astonishing, warm
feeling Of being
at home.

in Israel exactly one year from now on
the anniversary of the launching". I
plan to go to Israel soon and I will
plant trees there. I hope 1'11 be able to

do it every year on the anniversary of
Ilan's death. It is close to Tu bi'Shevat
- the New Year for Trees. I hope you
share my feelings about this. Let us
plant trees for Ilan, for Israel and for
our children. Our sense of unity and
solidarity is so important now. We are
one small family. The population of,
for example, Mexico City, is bigger
than the number of Jews all over the
world. We have to take care of each
other, especially now when the beast
of anti-Semitism is raising its head
again.

I do have a hope for a better future
but I still worry, especially about our
children. I hear our students on university campuses tell how their 77eezcfzof

were tom down, how posters like
`Keep Palestine Clean' with a Star of

David in a rubbish bin were stuck on
the doors of their rooms, how their
kzj7pof were taken away from them by
force and thrown into the mud or were
stepped on. Listening to them, I feel
that my mezztzczfe has been knocked

down and my children have been
attacked. Our students react with a
great sense of dignity to the provocations, repeating that they want nothing
else but peace. At the same time they
are ready to go to Israel and defend the
country if necessary. I admire them for
their courage. But I have also talked to
some fine young Jewish people who
are not comfortable with what is happening in the West Bank and Gaza. I
understand their Jewish sense of righteousness and feel proud of them, too.
We received the Torah more than
3.000 years ago. As the chosen people
we still have a big responsibility to the
world. The Prophet Isaiah spoke of the
Jewish people as a light to the nations
(or /czGo);I.rm). Two major religions in

this world came out of Judaism. In spite
of a painful history and a difficult
present when we are so often
misunderstood, we will show that
Judaism - the religion of the Jewish
people and of Ere/z yz.srcze/ -is most of
all a religion ofsfecz/o" -peace, of love
and family values. That is why my
family is here. That is what my story is
about. That is what Natalija's story is
about. It is about love for Israel and

determination to keep our faith .
MIRA SASIC wczs bor7i z.# ffee /o777cer y#go-

slavia. She has lived in Belgrade, where she
studied low at Belgrade Uriversity, and in Moscow. She now lives in Hampstead Garden

Predrag, Natalija and Mira Sasic at the Golan Heights - May 2000
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Suburb, North London, with her hasband and
daughter and works as an administrator.
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the peoples of Israel and Palestine. They
are now presented with a bigger hope of
peace than they have had for many a
decade.
For Mr Bush will make that peace the
next big target at which to aim his megapower. And it is greater in clout and
reach across the globe than any ruler has
wielded at any period of recorded
history. To arrive at that goal will take a
littlelongerthanthelraqwar.ButBush's
deadline is only Rosh Hashanah 5765,
about six weeks before his next date with

the drerican voters.
One of his biggest obstacles will be
the abysmal quality of lsrael's current
politicians-farbelowanytheyhavehad
in their half century and more of
existence. The shaxpest bifocals could

not improve the short and blinkered
vision of these men and women. As
instanced by their current foreign
minister. I had to trawl through a pile of
papers before I could find his name. It is

Shalom -an omen, I hope, rather than a

misnomer. But had anybody ever heard
of him before he joined the new Sharon
government? Or since? Even our own
dear Jack Straw is better known to most
chanceries in most capitals.

#
happened than a black batted rabbi
slipping into
Her Majesty's
STRANGER
THINGS
HAVE

Treasury to lead a weekly Torah study
group. But not many since Benjamin
Disraeli moved into nearby 10 Downing
Street 135 years ago.

He could certainly give aspiring
mandarins a more uplifting lunch tine
diversio.n than pumping iron in the
nearest gym.
I only hope that eager Rabbi and his
Treasury disciples will not get carried
away by the example of Joseph in Egypt,
whereheprovedthebesttax-now-spend1ater chancellor of them all.
I would love him to concentrate
instead on just a couple of texts soon
coming up in the annual Torah cycle,
right at the end of the book of Leviticus
and in the 26th chapter of Deuteronomy.

Both put a firm upper limit of ten per
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cent on all Temple and other taxes.
Now there is lunch food for joyful
thought at Budget time.

*
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or choir, but that chorus of voices that
soars from the shifting chairs. For the
sound of music makes a deeper impact
on most worshippers than the meaning
of any liturgical words. These matter to
onlyaminisculenumberofcognoscenti.
For the rest, the singing is the magnet
thatdrawsthemtoaservice.Thatiswhy
changing tunes is more perilous than
jumping from cloud eight or nine with
an untested parachute. And if our
movements spent half the time, money
and energy they devote to regularly
rewriting prayer books on fostering
communal singing, we would have to
rebuildeveryoneofoursynagogues.For
their walls would be bursting with
worshippers.
The musical tuning point in one of
my new congregations came the Shabbat
that Sarah, one of the most musical
members of my last London
congregation, came to visit with her
fandly. She sat in the middle of the
congregation and sang the tunes with
which she had grown up And the
congregation were first chained, then
spellbound by the sound which gave
them a new vision. The crescendo came
months later on a Friday night when
they killed off the cantor who had
escaped from the rabbi who faced them.
They sinply drowned m6 out as they
sang with full throats and overflowing
hearts. And with a sound as sweet as it
was memorable, they ceased to be a
crowd and became a congregation.

*
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Monday afternoon in late winter. I found
myself at the Lubavitch headquarters in
Berlin, addressing ten of their rabbinic
studentsabouttheweek'sTorahportion.
And I was neither dreaming then, nor
am I fantasising now. I just felt as if I
had crossed the Black Sea.
It all started with a few polite noises
over the Shabbat Kiddush table after a
couple of unarmounced visits by some

of them to my congregations. The

Lubavitch strategy is to establish
bridgeheads among the Russian
immigrants in Germany with a view to
taking them over at some future date.
Meanwhile the students keep coming at
short or no notice, so far to no effect. I
thought we might harness them to an
agreed programme, and got an invitation
to drop in. I did. I was invited to speak a
few words of Toral. I did that , too. Until
the local station commander found my
remarks about the impossibility of fully
knowing God too unorthodox, and cut
me short with best wishes for my future.
No probs, as they say. I do not buy his
belief in the Messiah status of the late
' 'Rebbe ' ' Menachem Schneerson either.

And what he has yet to find out, nor will
my congregants.

#
my bouts of bad temper at the

IHAVE
JUST BEEN
CURED
OF
interminable
lateness
of German
trains. Oh yes,they are far worse than
British trains. I could fill this page and

many more with hungry and hourswasting examples. But 1'11 be content to

moan about the 30 minutes the train to
Rostock was late into the Zoo station in
Berlin.Andtheotherhalfhouritsquatted
stubbornly before it moved off again.
Weeks later the German railways have
still not thought of either excuse or
explanation.
The cure was administered in my
office. It came from a German lady who
strode across the mediaeval market place
to prime me about the concentration
camp liberation commemorations in
which1havetotakepartatthebeginning
of May. We were talking about
Ludwigslust, the home of a train
junction, a baroque castle and the
remaining graves of a death camp. "That
is also," she suddenly added, "where
the Jews from this area were taken in
the autumn of 1942 to be loaded on to
the cattle trucks to Auschwitz." And
where in this spring of 2003 I shall no
longer mutter and mumble manically as
I wait among the muffins and Mars bars
in the waiting room for the train
following my missed connection. If
only in 1942 they could have missed
their connection ....
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF I.s ffee regz.o#a/
rabbi i.n North East Germarry. He has pre;iously
s_erve4 congregations in Wimbledon, Brighton,
R_eading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle upon
Tyne. Fe trained at Leo Baeck College, -and
started in the rabbinate as an assistant to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.
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THE STERNBEFIG CENTRE FOR JUDAISM

AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80 East End Road, Finchley, at the heart of London's
Jewish community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of Britain's Reform Movement, the Leo Baeck College-Centre for Jewish Education, Akiva
School and the New North London Masorti Synagogue. It also provides many amenities including a
Library, Bookshop, Cafeteria, Biblical Garden and extensive grounds.

Many programmes at the Sternberg Centre are open 1:a the general public. Below is a selection
for spring and summer. The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to
you the warmest of welcomes.
LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTFIE FOFZ JEWISH EDUCATION
THE SHIUF3

THEMES FPOM THE BOOK OF LEVITICUS AND
NUMBERS
Spring Semester 2003 -Tuesdays 11.15am-12.45pm
January 21St -June 3rd 20o3

Study the torah with the finest teachers
and students. Telephone 020 8349 5600
LEO BAECK COLLEGECENTRE FOR JEWISH EDUCATION

and
Tl+E F}APHAEL CENTFIE

JUDAISM and PSYCHOTHERAPY LECTURES
Nineteenth Series
Wednesdays May to July 2003
"Spiritual and Therapeutic Issues for the
21 st Century". Telephone 020 8349 5600

LEO BAECK COLLEGECENTRE FOR JEWISH EDUCATION
Monday 30th June at 8pm
Dorfler Memorial Lecture
This lecture entitled "On Kabbalah" will be led by Dr

Chaim Hames. Join us for a fascinating evening at the
Sternberg Centre. This lecture is part of the Summer
Study Week programme.
Telephone: 020 8349 5600

JEWISH MUSEUM EXHIBITION
AM I MY BF30THEF3S KEEPEF3?
PIESCUE IN THE HOLOCAUST

January - May 2003
This exhibition will focus on the stories of particular

individuals and such issues as why some people were
brave enough to risk their own lives to rescue others.
Telephone 020 83491143
MUSEUM Talk(s)
May 14th at 8pm
Holocaust and Pescue: Rabbi Solomon Schonfeld
and the Chief Plabbi's Peligious Emergency Council.
Talk by Joanna Newman, Director of Education,
LJCC and Pabbi Schonfeld's son Dr Jeremy
Schonfeld. Admisssion £4 Tel: 020 83491143

May 20th at 8pm
Elsie's War: A Story of Courage in Nazi Germany
Illustrated talk by Babbi Frank Dabba Smith on his
latest book which tells the story of Elsie Kuhn-Leitz, a
German woman who risked her life to help those
persecuted by the Nazis.
Admission £4 Tel: 020 83491143
WATEF3COLOUF] CLASS
Ten week evening course with Linda Gervertz
April 30th -July 16th 2003

Wednesdays 7.30pm -10.00pm
Telephone 020 8349 5700

SUMMER STUDY WEEK
June 30th -July 4`h
Entitled " Image is Everything".

Enjoy a week of stimulating study at the Sternberg
Centre. £17.50 per day, concession £10
Full week £75, consession £50
Telephone: 020 8349 5600
E.mail:enquiries info@ Ibc.ac.uk

Telephone: 020 83491143

ART COURSES
Ten-week daytime courses with Zev Plobinson

ARTS FESTIVAL SERIES
Flound the World in Jewish Literature
Wednesdays at 8.30pm
14th May -Latin-American Jewish Literatue
presented by Dr. Evelyn Fishburn
21 St May -American Jewish Literature
presented by David Herman
28th May - Plussian Jewish Literature
presented by F]abbi Wittenberg
Telephone: NNLS 020 8346 8560

April 29th -July 1 st 2003

EMBODYING A JEWISH LIFE

Tuesdays loam -12.30pm
and 1.30pm - 4.30pm
Telephone 020 8349 5700
And Wednesday mornings loam -12.30pm

A Journey Through The Song of Songs
With Plabbi Shefa Gold and Plachmiel O'Plegan
Sunday April 13th 2003 2-6pm

Telephone 020 8349 5676 - Janet

